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a day, no matter where you are in the world. 
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great department stores for the price of a 
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Professionalism 

w 

AMERICAN FOREIGN 

SERVICE ASSOCIATION 

Governing Board 

President: DENNIS K. HAYS 

Vice President: ANTHEA S. DE ROUVILLE 

▼ ▼ e frequently use the term “professionalism" to describe what we as Foreign Service 

career personnel set as our standard of excellence. We are frequently accused of “careerism," 

defined as blind support for a career Foreign Service without regard for standards of profession¬ 

alism. AFSA stands for a career Foreign Service dedicated to professionalism, but does not 

promote careerism as an end in itself. 

This semantic difference is important. We believe a career Foreign Service must exist to help 

the president and secretary of state formulate and implement our nation's foreign policy. 

Because we are dedicated to serving the incumbent administration—regardless of political 

party or persuasion—and have demonstrated this commitment over many years, the charges of 

partisanship and untrustworthiness which one hears frequently today sting deeply. Even more 

painful is the perception that some in the current administration intend to act on their mistaken 

impression of the Foreign Service by pushing for an even higher percentage of political 

appointments in the department than has existed ever before. 

As the administration prepares to begin its second term, we wish to reaffirm the professional¬ 

ism for which AFSA stands. It is based on: 

—Loyalty to the policies of the president and secretary of state. The career Foreign Service is 

as dedicated as political appointees to successfully carrying out this administration’s foreign 

policy; 

—An obligation to tell our political leaders when we think a policy is wrong and should be 

changed, but to do so within channels; 

—A system which recognizes excellence, be it from career or political ranks. Our nation's 

foreign policy is too important to make it the exclusive domain of either careerists or political 

appointees. By working together, we can do a better job. 

Flooding the department with more political appointees, as suggested in a recent Heritage 

Foundation report, will not only make it more difficult to have the best qualified people 

advising the secretary, but it will also bring to the fore a basic dilemma one must face in any 

profession: What point is there in hiring the best and the brightest and making them go 

through an excruciating testing period only to deny them the opportunity to use all their 

background and training because there are no positions available to prove themselves? How 

many lawyers or doctors would endure the apprenticeship if they knew there was no way to 

become a partner or to practice after their residency? More importantly, would these profes¬ 

sions—which demand a great deal of training and specialization like the Foreign Service—be 

better served if we entrusted them to amateurs? 

Admittedly, the career Foreign Service is far from perfect. In an organization as large as ours, 

we have our leakers, squeaky wheels, and those who publicly disagree with established policy. 

These actions should not be tolerated. For example, the recent public statement—albeit taken 

somewhat out of context—of one of our most distinguished career ambassadors which disagreed 

with certain aspects of the president’s Middle East policy and came only days before the election 

was wrong and unprofessional. 

By the same token, political appointees to high-level positions in the State Department 

expect to be taken seriously and treated no differently than their Foreign Service counterparts. 

The 21 non-career ambassadors who publicly endorsed Senator Helms in his Senate campaign 

may have acted within legal guidelines, but they definitely violated the spirit of an understand¬ 

ing which has existed for decades that discourages partisan political activity on the part of all 

our ambassadors. 

For every headline-grabbing story of an ill-advised public statement or leak which creates the 

impression that the Foreign Service is not to be trusted, there are thousands of career personnel 

who work quietly, year in and year out, to help support the president’s foreign policies. There 

are many stories of political ambassadors who changed their negative perceptions about the 

career Service after they had the opportunity to work closely with career Foreign Service 

professionals. I believe they would agree that it is wrong to castigate the great majority of 

dedicated Foreign Service personnel who have served loyally for the transgressions of a few. This 

ethos of loyalty to the president remains as strong as ever among Foreign Service personnel. 
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FREE SQUASH* 
MEMBERSHIPS FOR 

AFSA MEMBERS 

AFSA members can now play squash at the Capitol Hill 
Squash Club without paying any membership or initiation 
fee. By simply showing your AFSA membership card, you will 
pay only the court fees at Capitol Hill's most luxurious fitness 
facility. Located only a block from the Capitol South Metro 
stop, the Club also offers free use of changing rooms, showers, 
and saunas before and after playing squash. *There is a $20 
annual processing fee; some restrictions apply. 

Capitol Hill Squash & Nautilus Club 
214 D Street, S.E. • (202) 547-2255 

LAWSON, BRENNER, DARAGAN, & EICKHOFF 
Attorneys at Law — D.C. and Virginia Bar 

General legal services meeting the special needs of foreign service personnel and their 
families. 

•Wills and Trusts 
•Power of attorney 
•Taxes 
•Real Estate 

•Family law (divorce, adoption, and 
child support) 

•Personal Injury 
•Performance Appraisals 

Standard hourly rate is $60: fixed 
rates for certain services (simple 
wills — $60 for individuals, $100 
for couples: $30 for power of attor¬ 
ney). Open daily, evenings, and 
weekends. 

Ralph V. Eickhoff, Jr. or 
John E. Lawson, Jr. 
Suite 518 
10560 Main St. 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
(703)352-5880 

Coming home—Going overseas? 

Buy from the 
Washington area’s largest 

AMC 
Jeep • Renault 

Dealer 

nCOURTESY 
AMC • Jeep • Renault 

4932 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda, Md. 20814 
755 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Md. 20852 

Choose from our complete line of 
4-wheel drive Jeeps, AMC Eagles 
—plus the new Renault Encore 
and Alliance. Local or overseas 
delivery. Diplomatic corps dis¬ 
counts. Daily and weekly rentals 
available. Phone or write Dick 
Schmactenberg, (301) 656-0800 

LETTERS 

Truth and Accuracy 
I am surprised that such an experienced 
reporter as George Gedda should repeat 
the incorrect statement so frequently made 
by less knowledgeable supporters of Radio 
Marti that this is the first radio program 
designed to enable Cubans to learn the 
“truth” about their country in a quarter of 
a century [“Safety in the Center,” Octo¬ 
ber], He, of all people, should have been 
well aware of Cita con Cuba, a Voice of 
America radio program, initiated under 
the Kennedy administration, specifically 
designed to maintain contact with the peo¬ 
ple of Cuba and to keep them informed 
about what was happening there and in the 
rest of the world despite the lack of diplo¬ 
matic relations between the United States 
and Cuba. 

Cita con Cuba lasted some 13 years un¬ 
der both Democratic and Republican ad¬ 
ministrations. It was abandoned in the 
mid- 1970s because USIA felt that the pro¬ 
gram was not worth the money being 
spent on it and that the regular Voice of 
America programs beamed to Latin Amer¬ 
ica could be just as effective as the special 
program. Whether one considers Radio 
Marti a good or bad idea, let the record at 
least stand corrected. Radio Marti is not a 
new idea; it is the revival of an old one. 

DOROTHY DILLON 

Foreign Service Officer, retired 

Washington, D.C. 

Kudos and Questions 
Congratulations to Smith Simpson on his 
article “A Foreign Service Filament,” 
which appeared in your 60th anniversary 
issue. This perceptive and entertaining re¬ 
view of all the JOURNALS—presumably 720 
issues!—helps put various of our profes¬ 
sional problems into historical perspec¬ 
tive. And it shows us that we are not yet 
sufficiently clear about what the Foreign 
Service should be doing, and how it can 
best go about doing it. 

Obviously, during most of its 60-year 
history, the JOURNAL was “getting in the 
way of the Service it is intended to serve,” 
as Mr. Simpson puts it. It is therefore par¬ 
ticularly encouraging that, during the last 
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THE ALTERNATIVE TO A HOTEL ROOM 
Housing by FARA — For the Members of FARA 

• Tastefully furnished: efficiency, one and two 
bedroom apartments (Completely refur¬ 
bished in June 1983) 

• Color television in every apartment 

• Full kitchens 

• Weekly maid service 

• New centrex telephone system with secretar¬ 
ial service 

• Off-street parking available 

• Coin operated laundry room in the building 

• For your convenience, American Express, 
Master Card, and VISA accepted 

• Children free 

FARA's Apartment Alternative is Located in the 
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ment of State. 
IN THE PLAZA: Pharmacy, specialty food cen¬ 

ter, liquor store, an elegant 
Chinese restaurant, dry clean¬ 
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METRO TO: Downtown DC and museums, 
northwest DC, Virginia, and Na¬ 
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All of the Above Services and Conveniences for 
the Best Rates in the Neighborhood. 

FOR RESERVATIONS: FARA Housing, room 2928, Department of State, Washington, 
DC 20520. 
Call: (202) 463-3910. Hours: 8:00-4:30, Monday-Friday. 

underwritten by London insurers 
and exclusively administered by 

HUNTINGTON T. BLOCK INSURANCE 
2101 L Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Telephone 202/223-0673 
Toll free 800/424-8830 

Call from anywhere in the United States toll free or write 
our Overseas Department for information about our low 
rates, our broad coverage, with optional replacement cost 
without depreciation,and our ON THE SPOT claims service 
by representatives posted in every major city in the world. 
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What do 
ike, JFK 
& Nixon 
have in 

common? 
They were moved by 

FIDELITY STORAGE 
From presidents to 
plenipotentiaries, 
Washingtonians choose Fidelity 
Storage, the company with 
more than 75 years of 
experience. Fidelity is one of 
the area’s largest moving and 
storage companies, with six 
locations throughout the metro 
area—from the District to 
Virginia to Maryland. 
Fidelity’s warehouses are the 
largest and most advanced 
containerized facilities inside or 

outside of the Beltway, with 
super-secure vault storage for 
your silver and other valuables. 
We are the only State 
Department contractor with 
both a quality control program 
and fulltime inspector to 
ensure the highest standards. 

We have moved Patton, 
MacArthur and Doolittle. 
From generals to general 
service officers, join a moving 
crowd. 

decade, the JOURNAL has played an impor¬ 
tant “part in nurturing the spirit of analy¬ 
sis and criticism and freeing the mind of 
Foreign Service officers from the cliches 
which were once so pervasive.” So con¬ 
gratulations as well to the JOURNAL. 

BRANDON ROBINSON 

Foreign Service Officer 

Washington, D.C. 

Congratulations on the 60th anniversary 
issue of the JOURNAL in November. It was 
excellent. 

One thing bothered me. “How Can the 
Foreign Service Remain Effective for the 
Next 60 Years?" was the question posed to 
and answered by 37 people. Despite the 
thousands of words contributed by 36 
men, the answer will be incomplete, if not 
erroneous, if it does not include a far great¬ 
er contribution by women than the nine 
words from one woman suggest. Or are the 
next 60 years of the Foreign Service going 
to be like so many of the past with respect 
to women? I trust not. 

ROBERT C. BREWSTER 

Foreign Service Officer, retired 

Washington, D.C. 

The JOURNAL asked a representative sample of 

senior and retired diplomats, as well as legisla¬ 

tors, academics. journalists, etc., to answer our 

question on the future of the Foreign Service. 

Unfortunately, only half of those asked re¬ 

sponded. —ED. 

Author Query 

1 am conducting research concerning the 
actual recovery of the original cables, mes¬ 
sages, and related communications which 
reported anything about the mass mur¬ 
ders, imprisonments, or disappearances 
during the now-little-known purges in the 
Soviet Union during the 1930s that came 
from U.S., British, and French embassies 
back to Washington, London, and Paris. 
The archives will be put together in dated 
sequence. 

Anyone having useful insights or infor¬ 
mation should contact me as soon as possi¬ 
ble, especially retired Foreign Service per¬ 
sonnel who may have originated the 
reports or know of things first-hand that 
were not reported in writing, or who know 
of dates of events. Do any retired FSOs 
have any unique photos that would fit with 
the archives being compiled? Thank you 
for your help. 

BERNIE WEBB 

755 South 2nd St. 
Carrington, North Dakota 58421 

Inbound or Outbound, Storage or Air Freight, call Fidelity Storage 

(703) 971-5300 • PO Box 10257, Alexandria, Va. 22310 
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When you're going 
overseas, you have 
enough to worry about 
without worrying about 
your insurance,too. 

Moving overseas can be a very traumatic time if you 
don’t have the proper insurance. The fact is, the government 
will be responsible for only $15,000 worth of your belongings. 
If any of your personal valuables such as cameras, jewelry, 
furs and fine arts are destroyed, damaged or stolen, you 
would receive not the replacement cost of the goods, but only 
a portion of what you’d have to pay to replace them. 

Claims processes are another headache you shouldn’t 
have to worry about. The government claims process is 
usually lengthy and requires investigation and 
documentation. 

If you limit yourself to the protection provided under the 
Claims Act, you will not have worldwide comprehensive 
personal liability insurance, complete theft coverage or 
coverage for your personal valuables on an agreed amount 
basis. Can you afford to travel overseas without this 
additional protection? 

Moving overseas is simplified by the AFSA-sponsored 
insurance program for AFSA members. Our insurance 
program will take care of most of your worries. 

With our program, you can purchase as much property 
insurance as you feel you need at only 750 per $100, and it 
covers you for the replacement cost of household furniture 
and personal effects that are destroyed, damaged or stolen, 
with no depreciation. You can also insure your valuable 
articles on an agreed amount basis, without any limitation. 

AFSA coverage is worldwide, whether on business or 
pleasure. Should you have a problem, we provide simple, 
fast, efficient claims service that begins with a simple phone 
call or letter, and ends with payment in either U.S. dollars 
or local currency. 

With the AFSA plan, you can also get comprehensive 
personal liability insurance, complete theft coverage and 
itemized protection for your valuable articles. 

You have enough to worry about. Let us take care of 
your insurance. 

Note: The insurance policies, not this advertisement, will form the contract 
between the insured and the insurance company. The policies contain limits, 
exclusions and limitations not listed here. 

AFSA Desk, The Flirshorn Company 
14 East Highland Avenue 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118 (215) CH 2-8200* 

Send me your free brochure (with built-in application form) 
that answers my questions about overseas insurance. 

Name   

Address  

City/State/Zip  

'If calling from the Washington 
D.C. area (202) 457-0250 
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A Correspondence 
Commendation 

I have just received my copy of a circular to 
Foreign Service annuitants from Gertrude 
L. Wiechoski, chief of the Retirement Di¬ 
vision. 

The letter, which explains what to do 
about your pension check if you move, 
change your bank, or change your marital 
status, is clear, comprehensive, and polite. 
It ought to be used as a model for adminis¬ 

trative correspondence, and Ms. Wie¬ 
choski should be commended. 

HARRY I. ODELL 

Foreign Service Officer, retired 
Glen Echo, Maryland 

The JOURNAL welcomes letters to the editor but 
reserves the right to edit for clarity and to short¬ 
en for considerations of space. All letters are 
reviewed by the Editorial Board. Letters re¬ 
ceived anonymously will not be printed. 

BOOKS 

Reviews 

Soviet-East European Relations: Con¬ 
solidation and Conflict, 1968—1980. By 
Robert L. Hutchings. The University of Wis¬ 
consin Press, 1983- 
The Warsaw Pact: Alliance in Transition? 
Edited by David Holloway and Jane M.O. 
Sharp. Cornell University Press, 1984. 
$29.95. 

These two books will be of particular inter¬ 
est to those specializing in Soviet and East¬ 
ern European affairs. They should be on 
the reading list of all persons assigned to 
U.S. missions in the U.S.S.R. or any of 
the other member states of the Warsaw 
Pact. As their titles indicate, these books 
are almost exclusively concerned with the 
post-Stalin period of Soviet and Eastern 
European history. They examine in depth 
the Kremlin’s policies and actions toward 
the six Eastern European countries belong¬ 
ing to the Warsaw Treaty Organization 
and the Council for Mutual Economic As¬ 
sistance. 

Hutchings focuses on the period be¬ 
tween the August 1968 invasion of 
Czechoslovakia and the advent in August 
1980 of organized workers’ opposition to 
communist rule in Poland. During this 
eventful time, he argues, the Soviet leader¬ 
ship attempted “to create a system of inter¬ 
state and inter-party links so pervasive’’ 
that recourse to the “ultimate unifying 
force’’ of the Soviet bloc in Eastern Eu¬ 
rope—the Red Army—would be unneces¬ 
sary. To prove his point, Hutchings 
guides the reader through the maze of 
CMEA and WTO meetings, various party 
congresses, and other conferences. He 
rightly stresses the profound impact of the 
1975 decision by the Soviet Union to tie 
its oil prices for CMEA countries to prevail¬ 
ing world market prices. The Eastern Eu¬ 
ropean members of CMEA soon found them¬ 
selves, as Hutchings points out, in “a 
double bind, forced to divert trade east¬ 
ward to compensate for increased Soviet oil 
prices and westward to repay growing hard 
currency debts to western creditors.” 

But Soviet efforts to further integrate 
the WTO countries did not solve other diffi¬ 
culties facing the pact. Hutchings con¬ 
cludes that, by the beginning of the 
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1980s, none of the various steps taken in 
the previous decade by the Soviet and East¬ 
ern European leaders had “offered any so¬ 
lution to the pressing challenges facing 
Eastern Europe in the late 1970s: severe 
economic deterioration, ideological ero¬ 
sion, and political malaise...thus the vi¬ 
sion of a durable and viable Pax Sovietica 
remained in 1980 as elusive as ever.’’ 

In some respects, this reviewer found 
The Warsaw Pact, a collection of essays by 
10 experts on the subject, to be the more 
interesting of the two volumes. Despite its 
title, it is by no means restricted to a mere 
consideration of the history, structure, and 
functions of the WTO. While these subjects 
are adequately covered, the book ranges 
much further both in terms of subject mat¬ 
ter and coverage of recent developments in 
Eastern Europe. Unlike Hutchings's vol¬ 
ume, which concentrates on the period 

1968-80, several of the essays in The War¬ 
saw Pact discuss the significant develop¬ 

ments in Poland since mid-1980. Most 
important, J.F. Brown and Paul Marer 
tackle the challenging assignment of eval¬ 
uating the future prospects confronting 
the Warsaw Pact states (and especially the 

U.S.S.R.) in the field of intra-bloc politi¬ 
cal and economic relations. The final chap¬ 

ter is a tour de force by Jonathan Dean (a 
retired FSO) covering a broad range of rel¬ 
evant issues under the title, “The Warsaw 
Pact in the International System.” 

It is worth noting that no significant 

differences exist between the conclusions 
reached by Hutchings and by the authors 
of The Warsaw Pact. All seem in agree¬ 
ment, for example, that the Eastern Euro¬ 
pean members of the WTO have entered an 
era of greatly increased economic pressures 

arising from their own consumers’ de¬ 
mands; from their trade situation with the 
U.S.S.R., whose energy and raw materials 
have become less readily available and 
much more expensive; and from western 
creditors, who are wary about advancing 
new loans. Nonetheless, Dean seems on 
target to this reviewer when he concludes 
that, however flawed the Pax Sovietica is 
now or is likely to become, the Soviet lead¬ 
ership will undoubtedly retain the will and 
the power to maintain its hold over the 

Warsaw Pact states for at least the next few 

decades. —CHARLES G. STEFAN 

Weapons and Hope. By Freeman Dyson. 

Harper and Row, 1984. $17.95. 

In Weapons and Hope, Freeman Dyson dis¬ 

cusses the problem of nuclear weapons 
from a human rather than a technical point 

of view. He attempts to bridge the com- I 

munications gap between such diverse L 

groups as nuclear-freeze advocates and 
“star wars” supporters. His arguments are 
cogent, and he generally presents both 
sides of the arguments fairly. He makes his 
own bias toward non-nuclear resistance 
clear, but because he believes that a realiz¬ 
able policy must have public support, he 
advocates a compromise policy of “live and 
let live” with the Soviets. 

Dyson rejects as unstable the concepts of 
mutual assured destruction, nuclear war¬ 
fighting, and unlimited defense (outpac- 
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ing the Soviet Union in the development 
of defensive capabilities). He also rejects 
unilateral disarmament and non-nuclear 

resistance as unsustainable, since neither is 
likely to gain the required political con¬ 
sensus in the face of a continuing risk that 
the Soviet Union may use nuclear weap¬ 
ons. He opts instead for a middle way that 
he calls “live and let live.” The doctrine 
would be based on the principle that "in 
terms of strategic nuclear conflict...we 
should be able to do at least as badly unto 
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the Soviets as they had done or could do 
unto us.” It would be implemented by 
maintaining strategic weapons while phas¬ 
ing out tactical weapons altogether. The 
Soviet reaction to such a proposal would be 
difficult to predict, but it would not re¬ 
quire a substantial shift in Soviet behavior 
or doctrines. Disarmament negotiations 
could be conducted with great flexibility 
since only the aggregate number of war¬ 
heads would be important. 

Dyson’s arguments are persuasive if one 
accepts his fundamental assumptions on 
human nature and political action. Even if 
one does not, however, his book makes one 
think, rather than simply follow the rut of 
old arguments and debates. 

—TERESA CHIN JONES 

Understanding Austria. By Martin F. 
Herz. Wolfgang Neugebauer Verlag, 1984- 
$52. 

Understanding Austria's 650 pages consist 
of 160 cables and inter-office memoranda 
written by the then third and second secre¬ 
tary of the U.S. legation, Martin Herz, 
from 1945—48. Although diligently read¬ 
ing all these cables and memos would be 
overwhelming, skimming the book is 
both rewarding and pleasant. Herz (who 

later became ambassador to Bulgaria) was 
born in New York in 1917, but his Aus- 
tro-Jewish parents and attendance of both 
elementary and high school in Vienna 
(1922—36) gave him an unusual command 
of Viennese German and understanding of 
the Austrian psyche. 

The cables in this book were selected by 
Herz just prior to his untimely death in 
October 1983. They come from a large 
group of dispatches authorized by him and 
unearthed by the department's historian. 
The inter-office memoranda, which are 
more candid and provide interesting 
glimpses into the U.S. bureaucracy, are 
from Herz’s personal files (whose retention 
survived various informal instructions that 
they be shredded). 

In his introduction, Herz notes that 
none of this material will induce historians 
to rewrite their accounts of postwar Aus¬ 
trian history. Nevertheless, it is worth pe¬ 
rusing as an example of thorough and in¬ 
sightful political reporting, particularly 
for members of the Foreign Service. The 
art of in-depth political reporting (as well 
as semi-academic writing in general) has 
suffered a deplorable decline in recent 
years. Of special interest to FSOs ought to 
be Herz’s 80-page “Compendium of Aus¬ 
trian Politics,” which he wrote in 1948 at 
the end of his tour in Vienna. This volumi- 
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nous memorandum provided a compre¬ 
hensive guide to Austrian political life for 
his successor as well as for the desk in 
Washington. Writing such a political/ec¬ 
onomic post report ought to be required of 
all transferred FSOs in a Service that all too 
often posts officers long after their prede¬ 
cessors have departed. This practice would 
facilitate the re-establishment of contacts 
and speed the process of becoming familiar 
with the host country’s political and eco¬ 
nomic milieu. 

Both Austrophiles (those who maintain 
that Hitler was a German and Beethoven 
an Austrian) and Austrophobes (Hitler was 
an Austrian and Beethoven a German) will 
find some support for their views in this 
collection. This reviewer is left with two 
questions. First, did the Allied presence in 
Austria really make a difference to the po¬ 
litical life of the land of Proporz and Kai- 
serschmorrn? Second, how was Herz able 
to get the State Department to clear so 
many documents for publication when 
others are having difficulties? 

—CHARLES R. FOSTER 

The Dynamics of Development and 
Development Administration. By Kempe 
Ronald FI ope. Greenwood Press, 1984. 
$27.95. 

This book is in the tradition of more recent 
studies in development administration: 
brief and to the point. Gone are the inter¬ 
minable “collections” of 500 pages, and 
gone are the involved, often dreary, at¬ 
tempts to apply sophisticated measure¬ 
ment techniques to an unruly subject. The 
author, a professor from West Indies Uni¬ 
versity in Kingston, attempts to reset the 
stage for development administration as 
seen from the perspective of the New In¬ 
ternational Economic Order. 

The author attacks traditional theory on 
the grounds that economic development 
has for too long been equated with eco¬ 
nomic well-being, and growth in GNP 
with development success. This, he con¬ 
tends, is a throwback to the colonial men¬ 
tality that is served by an old and discred¬ 
ited bureaucratism that passes for "public 
administration.” What the Third World 
needs is a development administration 
linked to the four principles of the New 
International Economic Order: basic hu¬ 
man needs, indigenous technology, indi¬ 
vidual and collective self-help, and redis¬ 
tribution of the world’s resources. 
Without a development administration 
cast in this mold, he argues, there can be 
no lasting development in the Third 
World. 

But the argument, for all its careful re- 
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search, single-minded brevity, and exhor¬ 
tation, is not convincing. Administration, 
by any prefix, is a means and not a value 
system; it is a mere handmaiden to policy. 
Were all four of the principles which Hope 
espouses desired by everyone, it would still 
take a political structure, not an adminis¬ 
trative addition, to achieve them. By shift¬ 
ing his argument to the realm of develop¬ 
ment administration, Hope oversimplifies 
the problem and makes it seem as if exhor¬ 
tation, good will, and better management 
are the answers. Thus his frustration 
grows. The problem must first be solved in 
a political context so that any reform ef¬ 
forts will have the necessary leadership and 
consensus behind it. Only then can admin¬ 
istration be called on to shoulder the bur¬ 
den. 

In short, small may be beautiful, even 
desirable, but error is still possible in the 
thinnest of books. —WILLIAM SOMMERS 

Iraq, Eastern Flank of the Arab World. 
By Christine Moss Helms. The Brookings In¬ 
stitution, 1984■ $28.95 (doth), $9-95 (pa¬ 
per). 

Anyone seeking to better understand Iraq 
and its war with Iran would be hard put to 
find a better source of information than 
Christine Moss Helms's new book. The 
author, a research associate at the Brook¬ 
ings Institution's Foreign Policy Studies 
program, obtained much of her material 
through visits to Iraq and discussions there 
with senior officials, including four mem¬ 
bers of the governing Revolutionary Com¬ 
mand Council. The book includes a sur¬ 
prising amount of useful information for 
its small size (215 pages), and, while con¬ 
centrating on the war and developments 
leading up to it, does not omit discussion 
of Iraq’s earlier history. 

The role of the ruling Ba’ath Party is 
given considerable attention, and little of 
this information is easily available else¬ 
where. She notes that full party members 
number 25,000, or less than .2 percent of 
the population, compared to the 6.1 per¬ 
cent of the Soviet population who belong 
to the Communist Party. Similarly, the 
current dominance of Iraq’s Sunni Mos¬ 
lems within the Ba’ath Party is made clear. 
They comprise less than half of the coun¬ 
try’s population but provide over 90 per¬ 
cent of the party leadership. By contrast, 
the majority Shiite Moslems, who made 
up over half of the party leadership in the 
1950s, now hold only about five percent of 
the senior party positions. 

No less interesting are the data Helms 
includes on the career of Iraqi President 
Saddam Hussein, including his participa¬ 

tion in the attempted assassination of then 
Iraqi President Qasim in 1959- Wounded 
in the attempt, Hussein fled to Egypt, 
where he studied law at Cairo University 
before returning to Iraq in 1963. 

In sum, this book deserves a place in the 
library of anyone interested in Iraq and the 
rest of the Middle East. Because of its easy 
reading style, it is also recommended to 
those seeking general works in the field of 
foreign affairs. —BENSON L. GRAYSON 

The Making of America’s Soviet Poli¬ 
cy. Edited by Joseph S. Nye Jr. Council on 
Foreign Relations, Yale University Press, 
1984. $27.50 

This latest Council on Foreign Relations 
contribution to foreign affairs literature 
purports to focus on the making, rather 
than the substance, of U.S. policy toward 
the Soviet Union. Still, it replows much 
familiar ground on the latter score. It nev¬ 
ertheless rates high for light shed on struc¬ 
turing a relationship with the U.S.S.R. 
and on why issues were handled (or mis¬ 
handled) as they were. It also inadvertently 
sheds a bit of light on some of the people 
who write about this particular subject. 

This book presents 12 essays by estab¬ 
lished names in the U.S.-Soviet field, 

most of whom have been writing volumi¬ 
nously on this subject for years. Their anal¬ 
yses are generally sound, and several are 
especially worthwhile. Richard Bett’s 
wrap-up of the arms control picture is 
comprehensive and lucid, and political of¬ 
ficers will find I.M. Destler’s chapter on 
Congress’s vital role in shaping our ties 
with Moscow very instructive. 

One generalization about the group as a 
whole, however: the acerbity of criticism 
tends to vary inversely with the extent of 
the author’s experience in government. 
Those who have been through the mill are 
more tolerant in explaining what went 
wrong. Then too, there is a surprising 
amount of ethnocentricity in some of the 
essays. If challenged, the authors presum¬ 
ably would acknowledge that the super¬ 
power rivalry is not exclusively bilateral, 
but played out in third areas as well. Yet 
only Dmitri Simes gives more than a pass¬ 
ing nod to the importance of Europe, par¬ 
ticularly Germany, in shaping U.S.-Soviet 
relations. One would have expected great¬ 
er appreciation of Moscow’s priorities from 
critics of U.S. policy formulation. One 
other quibble: Strobe Talbott has the so- 
called Sonnenfeldt doctrine backwards— 
he speaks of the U.S.S.R.’s organic rela¬ 
tionship with Eastern Europe rather than 
its lack of one. 
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By and large, however, this is an infor¬ 
mative survey of U.S. dealings with the 
Soviets and the problems encountered 
along the way. Nonetheless, it is the 
book’s introduction and conclusion that 
offer most food for thought. Editor Nye 
zeros in on the crucial impact Washing¬ 
ton’s 18th-century approach to foreign af¬ 
fairs has had on our Soviet policy—not 
merely the checks and balances between 
executive and legislative, but the deliber¬ 
ate diffusion of power throughout the gov¬ 
ernment, the inconsistency of democratic 

procedures generally, the moral concomi¬ 
tant to policy decisions, and, of course, the 
national sense of detachment from foreign 
affairs stemming from geographic isola¬ 
tion. No secretary of state will be startled 
by Nye's prescription. He recommends 
scaling down strategy to fit domestic capa¬ 

bilities, nurturing alliances, and engaging 
the Soviets through economics and dia¬ 
logue while coping with them militarily. 
But the book he has pulled together at 
least offers policymakers some indirect 
consolation—for all their vaunted exper¬ 

tise (and criticism), the experts don’t have 
any better answers either. 

—MARTHA MAUTNER 

The Non-aligned, the U.N., and the 

Superpowers. By Richard L. Jackson. 
Praeger Publishers, 1983■ $25. 

The author, a career Foreign Service offi¬ 
cer, was a political adviser to the U.S. 
mission to the U.N. from 1980—83. He 
treats this complicated and controversial 
complex of foreign policy issues to a very 
scholarly analysis and suggests concrete 
new approaches for U.S. policy. The three 
parts of the book deal with the non-aligned 
movement as an institution, with the in¬ 
teraction of the movement and the United 
Nations, and relations between the non- 
aligned and the superpowers. 

Block voting, anti-American rhetoric, 
and the United Nations’ failure to act deci¬ 
sively during crises have increased the 
doubts of significant segments ot Ameri¬ 
can society as to the effectiveness of the 
world organization and its usefulness to 
U.S. foreign policy objectives. For this 
reason, political appointees with domestic 
constituencies and ties to the White House 
will probably be required as ambassadors 
to the United Nations for the immediate 
future, since they will be more effective in 
justifying U.S. participation. In the long 
run, however, the appointment of profes¬ 
sional diplomats would be more consistent 
with reduced U.S. expectations, participa¬ 
tion, and objectives. 

The author opposes such drastic steps as 
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U.S. withdrawal from the U.N. system 
but suggests that the United States adopt a 
more pragmatic approach and redefine its 
objectives. The United States should care¬ 
fully “pick and choose” those issues to be 
pursued in the world body and should 
channel those likely to be politicized by 
the majority into other directions. The 
United Nations also offers opportunities, 
among them easy access to the diplomats 
of developing countries, who usually are 
more open to dialogue and attention in 
New York than in their own capitals. 
Apart from multilateral diplomacy, the 
United Nations can be useful in bilateral 
efforts to build support for U.S. policies. It 
can also serve to increase the areas of shared 
interests between the non-aligned and the 
United States. 

The non-aligned have fundamentally al¬ 
tered the structure and agenda of the Unit¬ 
ed Nations. Thus, the author argues, his¬ 
toric U.S. patterns of behavior and 
perceptions of the organization have be¬ 
come irrelevant. A continuing dialogue on 
the U.N. process is now needed to change 
perceptions on both sides, and to “erode 
ideology with an appreciation of interre¬ 
lated problems.” —ROBERTA. BAUER 

From the Think Tanks 

Strategic Implications of the Continen¬ 
tal-Maritime Debate. By Keith A. Dunn 
and ’William 0. Staudenmaier. Washington 
Papers #107, Center for Strategic and Inter¬ 
national Studies, Georgetown University, 
1984, 99pp. $7.95, Dunn and Stauden¬ 
maier argue that both maritime and conti¬ 
nental strategists have developed plans 
that are unacceptable because they height¬ 
en the risk of nuclear war, depend on un¬ 
predictable allied reactions, and lack the 
necessary flexibility. Only after the joint 
chiefs system has been reformed to con¬ 
strain inter-service rivalry will it be possi¬ 
ble to develop strategies that adequately 
reflect policy objectives. 

An International Standard for Mone¬ 
tary Stabilization. By Ronald I. McKin¬ 
non. Policy Analyses in International Econom¬ 
ics #8. Institute for International Economics, 
1984. 80pp. |6. The national orientation 
of most monetary policies is insufficient in 
a world where markets for goods and cap¬ 
ital have become increasingly internation¬ 
al, says McKinnon. Central banks should 
de-emphasize national indicators (interest 
rates, etc.) and stress stabilizing the ex¬ 
change rate against a hard currency trading 
partner; major monetary powers should 
also cooperate to dampen world cycles of 
boom and bust by controlling their aggre¬ 
gate money supply. 
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CLIPPINGS 

A Month of Terror 
“Four 60mm mortar grenades were fired at 
the U.S. embassy in Lisbon yesterday, 
slightly damaging three embassy vehicles, 
an embassy spokesman said. Lisbon police 

said they believed the grenades were fired 
from a passing vehicle. Three exploded in¬ 
side the embassy grounds and the fourth 
on a sidewalk outside the perimeter wall.” 

Washington Times, November 26 

"Italian police arrested seven Lebanese stu¬ 
dents last weekend whom they strongly 
suspect of planning to blow up the U.S. 
embassy in Rome in a truck-bomb suicide 
attack. The students are believed to be 

members of the Islamic Jihad movement.” 
Janet Stobart in the Christian Science Monitor, 

November 29 

“Gunmen riding in a pick-up truck 

sprayed automatic weapons fire at the U.S. 
embassy (San Salvador] on Thursday, but 
no one was injured, an embassy security 
official said.” Chicago Tribune, December 1 

"International narcotics traffickers hired a 
professional killer and sent him to Bolivia 
to murder the U.S. ambassador, authori¬ 
ties reported yesterday. U.S. and Bolivian 
officials learned of the plot on the life of 
Ambassador Edwin Corr, who was safe and 
was taking security precautions, but the 
killer may still be in the country Corr, 
50, is known to be an active advocate of 
cooperative measures to reduce illegal nar¬ 
cotics production in Bolivia and its export 

to the United States.” 
Philadelphia Inquirer, December 8 

"Squat, gray, and fortress-like, the 12- 
year-old U.S. embassy in Bogota is de¬ 

signed to withstand the most withering of 
terrorist bomb attacks. The building was 
put to the test last week: a white Fiat, 
packed with 33 pounds of dynamite, ex¬ 
ploded just outside the employee parking 
lot. The blast killed a Colombian woman 
standing near by, knocked down several 
50-year-old eucalyptus trees, and blew out 
windows in a 15-story office building a 
block away. But it did not crack a single 
pane of the shatterproof glass in the embas¬ 

sy or injure any of the 309 people inside. 
Said an embassy employee: ‘They’d have to 
hit us with an atom bomb to shake this 
place.’ ” Time magazine, December 10 

"The harrowing hijack drama on a Teheran 
runway triggered nightmare flashbacks of 
what happened in Iran five years ago— 
terrorists taunting the U.S.—but this 
time American hostages [including two 
AID officials] died and a different presi¬ 
dent seemed equally unable to do anything 

about it.” 
U.S. News and World Report. December 17 

“Israeli police early this month arrested 

several Palestinians from the occupied 
Gaza Strip who said they planned to attack 
the U.S. embassy in Tel Aviv with a hand 
grenade.” 

Edward Walsh in the Washington Post, 

December 20 

Dealing with Terror 
"The least the Iranians can do is have these 
four people tried as murderers. I think the 
widows of these two men deserve an an¬ 
swer as to why their husbands were 
killed.” 

Charles Kapar in the New York Times, 
December 18 
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“With our embassies and military bases on 
constant alert to terrorist attack and our 
officials abroad aware that they may be 
kidnapped or killed, there are steps we 
must take to limit our exposure. We must 
continue to improve security at our embas¬ 
sies and military bases around the world. 
We must intensify intelligence-gathering 
techniques on known terrorist organiza¬ 
tions. And we must work effectively with 
other countries to alienate—economically 
and politically—outlaw nations that har¬ 
bor terrorists  

"Of all the nations of the world, our 
free, open society has the most to lose from 
a policy of counterterrorism that will only 
beget other rounds of terrorism from other 
fanatics. We must realize that although 
our power is substantial, there are limits to 
it. While others can blink at vgngeance, 
we stand for justice.” 

USA Today, December 11 

“One thing at least is certain. As with 
every other hijacking, this one would not 
have been carried out unless the terrorists 
had been reasonably confident of success. 
That means achieving not only their po¬ 
litical aim—the release of 17 persons im¬ 
prisoned in Kuwait for last year’s bomb¬ 
ings of the U.S. and French embassies 
there—but also success in finding a haven 
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once that was done. The hijackers obvious¬ 
ly had some final destination in mind for 
themselves and those whom they sought to 
free. As a practical matter they could ex¬ 
pect to have found asylum only in Iran or, 
possibly, Libya. So long as this kind of 
expectation or prior understanding exists, 
airliner hijackings will remain a threat.” 

Los Angeles Times, December 11 

“With two Americans dead and others in 
danger, one diplomat remarked, the argu¬ 
ments of Secretary of State George P. 
Shultz ‘have become more respectable.’ 
Mr. Shultz, more than anyone else in the 
administration, has argued that the Unit¬ 
ed States must risk the lives of military 
personnel and of persons not involved, if 
necessary, to stem terrorism  

“If the group responsible for the current 
hijacking is identified ‘with reasonable 
certainty’ and its headquarters located, he 
said, 'then I think the mood for punitive 
action is growing. I certainly don’t rule it 
out.’ 

Henry Trewhitt in the Baltimore Sun, 
December 9 

“I used to be in what has become one of the 
most dangerous of all professions: the busi¬ 
ness of representing the United States 
abroad. An ambassador, a Marine guard, a 
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diplomatic courier may be in more phys¬ 
ical peril than any contender for the 
heavyweight boxing championship.” 

Carl T. Rowan in the Washington Post, 
December 8 

Cuts That Hurt 
“U.S. Marines, Foreign Service officers, 
and civil servants are being terrorized and 
murdered in Iran and elsewhere around the 
world. And how does our president reward 
them for their sacrifices? By honor guards 
and caskets, and with the promise of pay 
cuts and COLA freezes!” 

Bill Fraylich in the Federal Times, 
December 31 

Non-Person Haig 
“Alexander M. Haig Jr. served as secretary 
of state from January 1981 to June 1982— 
18 months during which he made hun¬ 
dreds of statements on U.S. foreign policy. 
One would not suspect that, however, 
when reading a recent 154-page State De¬ 
partment publication called Realism, 
Strength, Negotiation: Key Foreign Policy 
Statements of the Reagan Administration. Not 
once is the loquacious Haig referred to.” 

Lloyd Schearer in Parade magazine, 
December 18 
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The School of Advanced International Stud¬ 
ies of the Johns Hopkins University invites 
applications or nominations for the position 
of resident co-director in Nanjing of the joint 
Johns Hopkins-Nanjing University Center for 
American and Chinese Studies to open in the 
fall of 1986. Initial 2-year appointment 
(renewable) will begin January 1, 1986. Re¬ 
sponsibilities will be: (1) administration of 
the Center in collaboration with Chinese 
co-director; (2) supervision of American fac¬ 
ulty and of the program offered to Chinese 
students; (3) supervision of American stu¬ 
dents; (4) collaboration with Chinese admin¬ 
istrators and faculty in the development of 
courses offered by Chinese to American 
students; and (5) personally teaching in the 
program. Candidates must have knowledge 
of China, fluency in the language, and 
academic background in one of the following: 
Chinese Studies, International Relations, 
International Economics, The U.S. 
Economy, U.S. Foreign Policy, Comparative 
Politics, American Politics, American 
Thought and Society. Academic rank and 
salary negotiable. Applications, with c.v. and 
names of three references, should be sent 
by April 1, 1985 to: 
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Foreign Service Journal, February 
1975: “Just as the foreign diplomats who 
tour the United States find inspiration and 
give inspiration, our Foreign Service could 
offer—and perhaps receive—a great boost 
in morale by renewing personal contact 
with our domestic scene as part-time am¬ 
bassadors to our own people  

“When I served in the Congress, I often 
heard that our Foreign Service officers 
spend so many years overseas that they 
tend to get out of touch with the home 
country and with their hometowns in Kan¬ 
sas, or Texas, or Michigan. I am suspicious 
of all such generalizations. But I also be¬ 
lieve it is essential for the men and women 
who represent us abroad to constantly re¬ 
new their acquaintance with the constant¬ 
ly changing moods and ideas of ‘Home¬ 
town, U.S.A.’ ” President Gerald Ford 

Foreign Service Journal, February 
I960: “A revolution is quietly taking 
place in the Foreign Service. It concerns 
the emergence of the functional and geo¬ 
graphic specialist in a role equal to that of 
the generalist, a role which in the future 
may become the dominant one up to the 
level of deputy chief of mission.” 

James V. Martin Jr. 

Foreign Service Journal, February 
1935: “President Jackson, though a hard 
case in early life and to his death fond of 
cock fighting and horse racing, took the 
religion of his wife after she died, becom¬ 
ing a Presbyterian One night he noticed 
a nobby-looking young man sitting in a 
pew near him, apparently paying close at¬ 
tention to the sermon On going out he 
asked the young man what he thought of 
the discourse. It was the worst lot of stuff 
ever uttered in a pulpit,’ replied the young 
dude, who, by the way, was a clerk in the 
State Department  

"A few days after this, the same young 
man wanted to go abroad as secretary of 
legation in one of the chief European 
courts. The minister., .wanted him to go 
with him. Old Hickory, however, would 
not consent. ‘The fellow,’ he said, ‘is a 
fool. He cannot appreciate a good sermon, 
and 1 will not appoint him.' The result was 
that the young man stayed home.” 

Frank G. Carpenter 
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THE QUESTIONABLE ALLIANCE 

An assessment of the U.S.-Israeli 

relationship shows that its continuation may 

not be in the American national interest 

CURTIS F. JONES THE IMPORTANCE OF alliance with Israel is 
almost a given in U.S. political thinking. 
Middle East specialists still debate the pros 
and cons, but the major publications have 

been dominated by the arguments for alliance. More 
important, no recent administration from either po¬ 
litical party has come close to adopting a position of 
strict neutrality in the Arab-Israeli conflict, despite 
ritual protestations of “even-handedness.” 

The U.S.-Israeli alliance has never been codified by 
treaty, but it has been articulated by every president, 
all of whom have reaffirmed the U.S. commitment to 
the survival of Israel. It has been consolidated by 
congressional approval of ever-increasing economic 
and military assistance. Washington’s subsidies to 
Israel were recently calculated by George Ball to ap¬ 
proximate $750 per year per Israeli. This figure ap¬ 
proaches the $800 per capita that the federal govern¬ 
ment currently distributes to its own citizens under 
the Social Security program. The recent grant for 
Israeli production of the Lavi jet fighter exceeds any 
current subsidy to the U.S. defense industry for any 
competitive aircraft. 

Given the tragic experience of the Jewish people 
during World War II, it is hardly surprising that 
attempts to evaluate the U.S.-Israeli association usu¬ 
ally engender much controversy. U.S. actions and 
attitudes toward Israel are affected by both national 
security considerations and domestic political pres¬ 
sures, and in the murky world of policy formulation, 
it is often impossible to establish the relative weight 
of the two. This article will make no effort to deal 
with the sympathies of American citizens and their 
impact on policy. The objective here is to leave that 
domestic aspect aside and assess U.S.-Israeli alliance 
in the cold light of the U.S. national interest. 

Israel’s supporters in the United States have under¬ 
standably sought to maintain and even strengthen the 
U.S.-Israeli alliance. Their statements and writings 
appear frequently in the media, reinforcing certain 
tenets about the close nature of the U.S.-Israeli rela¬ 
tionship. A variety of individuals and publications 
have supported the notion that the U.S. commitment 
to Israel is essential because our interests are identical. 
For instance, a full-page ad appearing in a May 1968 
edition of the New York Times and sponsored by “For- 

Curtis F .Jones was a Foreign Service officer from 1946—75 
and served as director of the office of research and analysis for 
the Near East area from 1971—75. 

eign Policy Perspectives, Inc.,” quoted former Depu¬ 
ty Under Secretary of State Eugene Rostow as saying, 
“Our interests and those of Israel are congruent.” In 
May 1982, Commentary editor Norman Podhoretz 
wrote that an ideological attack on Israel “represents 
by extension a covert attack on the political culture of 
the United States.” In a September 1979 editorial, 
the Times said that the United States “is bound, 
historically, morally, and politically, to ensure the 
survival of Israel.” 

A second recurrent theme is that Israel is the Unit¬ 
ed States’ only reliable ally in the Middle East: In 
December 1979, then Senator Richard Stone wrote in 
the Washington Star that the best places to establish 
U.S. naval and air facilities in the Middle East would 
be at the Israeli bases of Etzion and Ophira in Sinai. 
Columnist George Will wrote in an October 1981 
issue of Newsweek that Israel is "the only nation in the 
region where we know we can land a plane tomor¬ 
row.” In November 1983, Robert Strauss, the former 
Democratic Party chairman, said that “Israel is our 
oldest and most reliable ally and friend in the Middle 
East.” 

Supporters of Israel have also asserted that it plays a 
constructive role in the U.S.-Soviet rivalry by provid¬ 
ing a firm anti-communist bulwark in the Middle 
East. Senator Lowell T. Weickerjr. (R.-Connecticut) 
asserted in a November 1978 article in the Washington 
Star that President Carter, by pressing for a compre¬ 
hensive Arab-Israeli peace plan, threatened to reduce 
“the value of U.S. and Israeli air and sea capabilities 
to interdict Soviet shipments” of materiel into the 
region. Theodore Mann, chairman of the Conference 
of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organiza¬ 
tions, wrote in a letter to the Times in September 1979 
that a West Bank state governed by the Palestine 
Liberation Organization would afford the Soviet 
Union a priceless base from which to threaten western 
access to Middle East oil. In May 1981, columnist 
William Safire attempted to justify Israeli actions 
against Soviet-made missiles deployed by Syria in 
Lebanon by arguing that their deployment was dictat¬ 
ed by the Soviet Union to project its power into the 
area. 

Unfortunately for both Americans and Israelis, 
these assumptions about the value of the U.S.-Israeli 
relationship are rarely examined in a comprehensive 
fashion. Too often they are simply accepted without 
being put in a context that reflects the realities of the 
Middle East situation. Yet, if U.S. policy is to be 
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Reagan meets with 
then Israeli Prime 

Minister Menachem 
Begin (left) and cur¬ 
rent Prime Minister 

Shimon Peres. An 
invitation to the 
White House for 

the Israeli head of 
government is as 

much a given as is 
the United States’ 

alliance with the 
Jewish state. 

successful, it must take these realities into account, 
and our support for Israel must be evaluated in terms 
of overall national interest. 

THE MOST ELEMENTAL fact about the Arab- 
Israeli conflict is its intractability. If Israel 
and the Arabs were to make peace, the im¬ 
plications of the U.S.-Israeli alliance would 

be fundamentally altered. This assessment, however, 
starts from the more plausible premise that Israel and 
few or all of its neighbors will continue to be at war for 
the foreseeable future, just as they have been in some 
form or other since 1948. With the collapse of the 
British and French colonial empires after World War 
II, the Middle East attained independence by default. 
Without established states or regional institutions, it 
lapsed into a chaotic free-for-all that has allowed for¬ 
eign governments and groups extensive opportunities 
for involvement. The most traumatic case was the 
creation of the state of Israel. Since 1948, the Arab- 
Israeli controversy has flared into major hostilities five 
times without a hint of progress toward permanent 
resolution. 

This intractability is in large part the consequence 
of two characteristics of the Israeli state: expansionism 
and communalism. It serves little purpose to argue 
whether Israel is expansionist because the Arabs are 
hostile, or the Arabs are hostile because Israel is ex¬ 
pansionist. It is easy to understand embattled Israel’s 
determination to hold on to the territory, water sup¬ 
plies, markets, religious sites, labor supplies, and 
defensible perimeter afforded by Gaza, the West 
Bank, and the Golan Heights—if not southern Leba¬ 
non. But the result has been that Israel now holds 
land long inhabited and still claimed by four Arab 
peoples—Palestinians, Jordanians, Syrians, and Leb¬ 
anese. Whatever its boundaries, Israel is condemned 
to maintaining military power adequate to repel any 

possible combination of Arab forces, and that power is 
as much a threat to Israel’s neighbors as is the reten¬ 
tion of Arab territory. Israel’s need for absolute securi¬ 
ty has become the cause of its neighbors’ absolute 
insecurity. 

Israel’s communal nature has also contributed to 
the difficulties in finding a permanent solution. Cre¬ 
ated as the ultimate sanctuary for one discrete com¬ 
munity of people, Israel cannot even assimilate the 
non-Jews that already live within its own borders. 
Even less could it accept non-Jewish individuals or 
factions from outside or co-opt them as dependable 
allies. Morally, Israel can take satisfaction in its con¬ 
tributions to the self-respect, fulfillment, and surviv¬ 
al of the Jewish people. Geopolitically, it has con¬ 
demned itself to permanent alienation from its 
non-Jewish neighbors. 

Many Arabs believe that the only solution to the 
chaos in the Middle East would be the emergence of a 
central authority strong enough to pacify the area and 
secular enough to secure the loyalty of every ethnic 
and sectarian group. But such an authority would be 
fatal to the communal state of Israel, and Zionists 
would have an obligation to oppose it. Herein lies the 
insoluble core of the Arab-Israeli dispute. 

The situation is complicated even further by the 
role of the superpowers in the region. The power 
struggle between the Soviet Union and the United 
States carries with it the constant threat of escalation 
to military confrontation. Many observers believe the 
greatest risk of such escalation lies in the Middle 
East—an area that is crucial to Europe and Japan 
because it contains half the world’s oil, crucial to the 
United States because of the de facto security guarantee 
to Israel, and crucial to the U.S.-Soviet struggle be¬ 
cause it lies at the geopolitical center between the 
two. It is generally recognized that, in this nuclear 
age, any attempt by either East or West to establish 
hegemony over the region would be irresponsible. 
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However, governments are prone to error, and the 
superpowers have failed to resist being sucked into the 
Middle East maelstrom. They are deeply involved: 
the United States by backing Israelis and “moderate” 
Arabs, and the U.S.S.R. by supporting "radical” 
Arabs. Soviet and American allies and clients are in 
perennial conflict. The superpowers have already in¬ 
tervened militarily in at least five known cases: U.S. 
landings in support of a rightist Lebanese government 
in 1958; clandestine U.S. air reconnaissance for Israel 
in 1967 (if Stephen Green’s Taking Sides is accurate); 
Soviet air cover for Egypt in 1970; and Soviet and 
U.S. support for Syria and Maronite Lebanon, respec¬ 
tively, in 1982-83. 

East and West share a compelling interest in pro¬ 
moting a regional power structure that is stable 
enough to stand on its own and strong enough to 
control the Middle East without outside help. Yet 
neither party has shown any sign of recognizing this 
truth. Both have pursued the tired old colonialist 
strategy of creating as many client states as possible— 
although the United States is handicapped by its com¬ 
mitment to Israel. It is only the weakness of the Arab 
states that has enabled the United States to pursue the 
contradictory objectives of Israeli and Arab friendship 
for this long. 

GIVEN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, how valid is 
the faith of those quoted above in the value 
of the U.S.-Israeli alliance? There are pro¬ 
found benefits in the relationship for the 

state of Israel. Indeed, without U.S. support, Israel 
would neither have come into existence nor survived 
to the present day. U.S. financial aid has preserved an 
artificial prosperity in a country whose economy is 
running heavily into debt. U.S. arms supplies have 
made Israel the pre-eminent military power in the 
region. As for the benefits that accrue to the United 

States through this association, Israel, although em¬ 
battled and encumbered with debt, is a dynamic, 
progressive state, at the forefront of cultural and sci¬ 
entific achievement. It has a formidable armaments 
industry and its military forces may well be the fourth 
strongest in the world. But how—and whether— 
those forces might be used to benefit the interests of 
the United States is uncertain. 

In terms of U.S. regional interests, supporters of 
alliance with Israel note how the threat of Israeli air 
intervention led Syria to abandon its foray into Jordan 
in September 1970. The citation is valid, but the 
inference they draw is undermined by the fact that 
Israel uses its military power to serve its own inter¬ 
ests, whether or not they coincide with ours. 

The invasion of Lebanon, for example, did serious 
damage to the U.S. position in the Arab world—and 
demonstrated that Israel, for all its military might, is 
powerless to impose any political system contrary to 
the wishes of the local inhabitants. The late Moshe 
Dayan once made a public statement that hinted at 
the possibility that Israeli troops might be available if 
needed to ensure western access to Persian Gulf oil, 
but it is difficult to envisage any such intervention 
that would not cause more political and human dam¬ 
age than it would be worth. 

Nor does Israel seem to have had any restraining 
influence on those Arabs who sought arms and train¬ 
ing from the Soviet Union. The 1972 expulsion of 
Soviet personnel from Egypt was the independent 
action of Anwar Sadat. Today, Syria accepts Soviet aid 
without any visible concern for Israeli objections. 

As for U.S. global interests, significant Israeli 
military assistance in a conflict against the U.S.S.R. 
is hard to visualize. If the United States and the Soviet 
Union ever go to war, the Israeli contribution will be 
a footnote. Proponents of alliance are left with Israel’s 
intelligence contribution in time of U.S.-Soviet 
peace. Information in the public domain concerning 
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the Israeli capture of Soviet-made equipment suggests 
that the United States has been able to acquire valu¬ 
able but not crucial data on specifications and per¬ 
formance. 

The public statements of successive U.S. adminis¬ 
trations have suggested a belief that Israel is more 
likely to be conciliatory when its security is assured by 
U.S. material aid or political guarantees. There is 
negligible evidence to support this theory. In 37 years 
of Arab-Israeli war, Israel has made only three sub¬ 
stantial concessions to the Arab side, and all were the 
direct result of some form of coercion. In 1957, Israel 
relinquished control of Sinai and Gaza, reportedly 
under threat by Eisenhower to suspend U.S. aid. On 
September 17, 1978, Israel accepted the Camp David 
agreement, under which it gave Sinai back to Egypt 
for a second time in return for increased U.S. aid and, 
much more important, the Israeli government in¬ 
ferred that the accords had tacitly awarded Israel a free 
hand in Gaza and the West Bank. And, in August 
1983, to reduce the continuing loss of money and 
lives in Lebanon, Israel began a process of disengage¬ 
ment which is still underway. 

Noting Israel’s demonstrated propensity for inter¬ 
vening in its neighbors affairs, its supporters have cast 
it in the role of regional policeman. Such interven¬ 
tions are not just a dubious advantage; they are in fact 
a major disadvantage for the United States. Indeed, 
the United States, as Israel’s patron, has paid a price 
that is high by any standard and, in the opinion of this 
writer, prohibitive. 

The most direct form of damage has been that done 
to U.S.-Arab relations. Every U.S. initiative for po¬ 
litical, economic, or military cooperation with Arab 
states has been inhibited, if not crippled, by Arab 
disapproval of American support for Israel. Although 
the Palestinian problem is central to the Arab-Israeli 
dispute, and the PLO is generally recognized as the 
most representative Palestinian organization, Israel 
has prevailed on the United States not only to with¬ 
hold recognition of the organization but even to for¬ 
bid conversations with its officers. The Carter admin¬ 
istration, whose soundness of analysis w'as periodically 
vitiated by cravenness of execution, dismissed An¬ 
drew Young, U.S. representative to the United Na¬ 
tions, in August 1979 because he violated Kissinger's 
promise to Israel not to deal directly with the PLO. 

The Israeli invasion of Lebanon devastated a friend¬ 
ship between Americans and Lebanese Arabs that had 
endured ever since U.S. missionaries set up schools 
there in the late 1800s. In the judgment of New York 
Times columnist Anthony Lewis, the Israeli attempt 
to remake Lebanese politics by force was "a recipe for 
disaster.” Both Israel and the United States have 
shared in the consequences of this disaster. 

The closeness of the United States to Israel has also 
damaged its relations with the Western Europeans. 
Because the U.S. allies are more dependent on Arab 
oil and less wedded to Israel, they have distanced 
themselves from U.S. policy. The United States and 
Israel often vote alone in the United Nations. In a 
September 1979 issue, Time magazine observed that 
one effect of Israel’s “scorched-earth” attacks against 
PLO installations in southern Lebanon was to drive 
the European countries closer to the Arab side and 

farther from the United States. Tom Wicker wrote in 
theNw York Times in September 1982 that the Israeli 
invasion of Lebanon “was timed, purposely or not, to 
embarrass Mr. Reagan during his European tour.” 

THE UNITED STATES, by supporting Israel, 
has come to be seen—at least by some gov¬ 
ernments—as supporting Israeli policies 
which are at times in direct conflict with 

policies otherwise promoted by the United States. In 
recent years, for instance, Israel has secretly flown 
military supplies to the Khomeini regime in Iran as a 
means of weakening Iraq. This action is in conflict 
with the U.S. interest in reducing Iranian pressure on 
Iraq. 

In another example, although the United States is 
committed to restricting the number of nuclear pow¬ 
ers, most authorities agree that Israel has developed a 
nuclear weapon to use as a last resort against Arab 
encroachment. Israel began to build a secret nuclear 
fuel plant in 1957 with French help and, according to 
several press sources, colluded in the smuggling of 
U.S. government-owned uranium from Apollo, 
Pennsylvania, in 1963. Furthermore, the Christian 
Science Monitor of June 6, 1983, reported that there are 
strong grounds for suspecting Israeli collaboration 
with South Africa in the development of nuclear 
weapons. If this collaboration is in fact real, it would 
be an obvious violation of the 1977 U.S. arms embar¬ 
go against South Africa. 

The United States has also found it difficult to 
distance itself from the Israeli position on Middle East 
peace efforts, even though the two countries have 
quite different views. Washington has always pursued 
a settlement based on diplomacy and compromise, 
but Israel has pursued one based on its own military 
superiority. This strategy has on occasion required the 
use of weapons in violation of U.S. conditions, as 
when American-made cluster bombs were used in the 
invasion of Lebanon. It has also committed Israel to 
taking pre-emptive military action against any clear 
or even putative threat to that superiority. Even if one 
stipulates that the Israeli air attack on an Iraqi nuclear 
site in June 1981 was tactically sound and legally 
defensible, how can Israel or any other country survive 
on the tenuous premise of perpetual military pre¬ 
dominance? Surely no state in the nuclear age can 
responsibly endorse the Israeli principle of “assertive 
disarmament.” 

To sustain its pro-Israeli policy, the United States 
has had to channel about a quarter of its foreign aid to 
Israel, and almost as much to Egypt, to keep it on the 
Camp David track. At the same time, increasing 
numbers of U.S. citizens have suffered injury and 
death in the Middle East. A few Americans of Pales¬ 
tinian origin have been sentenced by Israeli courts for 
membership in Palestinian organizations, even 
though such membership has not been illegal in the 
United States. Hundreds of Americans have been 
wounded or killed in terrorist operations carried out 
by Arab opponents of U.S. policy. During the June 
1967 Israeli attack on the U.S.S. Liberty, 171 were 
wounded and 34 died. That action was probably mo¬ 
tivated by Israeli determination to hide its war plans 
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from Washington. The implications of the attack on 
the Liberty, like those of the 1954 Israeli fire-bombing 
of US1A installations in Egypt, were muffled in the 
U.S. media in part because of dependency of U.S. 
policy on the alliance with Israel. 

The close American association with Israel has also 
threatened a much more important relationship— 
that between the United States and the Soviet Union. 
Historians look back on World War I as a tragic case 
of the great powers’ being dragged into war by inad¬ 
vertence, as a consequence of injudicious alliances 
with smaller states. There is no reassuring evidence 
that the United States and the Soviet Union are keep¬ 
ing this lesson in mind when they deal with the 
Middle East. One is driven by its commitment to 
Israel, the other by its traditional paranoia against 
great-power activities along its borders. The risk of 
superpower confrontation is illustrated by a report by 
New York Times military correspondent, Drew 
Middleton, in April 1983 that the installation in 
Syria of SA-5 missile sites operated by the Soviet Air 

Defense Force and guarded by Soviet troops had given 
the U.S.S.R. the capability to engage aircraft of the 
Sixth Fleet should an Arab-Israeli war develop into a 
conflict involving the United States. 

Reporter Don Kirk wrote in USA Today in May 

1983 that, according to diplomatic sources in Wash¬ 
ington, the United States and the U.S.S.R. were 

veering toward their worst confrontation since the 
Arab-Israeli war of 1973. Kirk reported that the 

Kremlin's need for power in the Middle East was 
driving it to attempt to torpedo the U.S.-sponsored 
Lebanese-Israeli withdrawal agreement of May 17. 
This article and contemporary statements by Reagan 
administration officials overlooked the fact that the 
agreement—since abandoned—accorded Israel privi¬ 
leges in Lebanon that were considered a derogation of 
Lebanese sovereignty by Syria and by significant ele¬ 
ments in the Lebanese government. 

THERE HAS BEEN a dangerous tendency in 
U.S. policy to equate unwelcome events 
with Soviet machinations. Those who ad¬ 
here to the devil theory of Soviet behavior 

overlook elemental geography when decrying Soviet 
designs on the region: The Middle East is the 
U.S.S.R.’s Caribbean. Syrian and Soviet territory are 
200 miles apart, not much more than the distance 
from Florida to Cuba. Jerusalem is only 750 miles 
away—the distance from Miami to Haiti. Even if the 
United States continues to deny the Soviets hegemony 
over any segment of the region, it must accept that 

they bear the same proprietary attitude toward the 
area as the United States assumes toward its own 

neighbors. 
The Soviets undeniably seek in their ponderous 

way to exploit the Middle East’s turmoil, but the root 

cause of the unrest is indigenous: social discord, eco¬ 

nomic underdevelopment, and the post-colonial pow¬ 
er vacuum in which conflicts like that between the 

Arabs and Israel can fester. Military action by Israel or 
the United States against so-called Soviet clients, like 

the Lebanese Muslims shelled by the Sixth Fleet in 

1983, is a futile and ludicrous effort to turn back 

historic tides. The only sensible policy is to work with 
the restive elements themselves toward redressing 
their profound and legitimate economic and political 
grievances. Warnings of Soviet treachery are mislead¬ 
ing, perhaps dangerously so, for they avoid the central 
reality: In the nuclear age, the Americans and the 
Soviets must get along with each other whether they 
like it or not. 

As pointed out earlier, Israel could not do much for 
the United States in case of a war against the U.S.S.R. 
It could, however, do a great deal to get us into such a 
war in the first place. Indeed, one could argue that 

Israel’s interests are not served—at least in the short 
term—by cordial U.S.-Soviet relations. The 
U.S.S.R. gave diplomatic support to the founding of 
Israel, and Czech arms helped Israel win its war of 

independence. In more recent years, however, the 
Soviets have emerged as the major suppliers of mili¬ 
tary equipment and technology to Israel’s adversaries 
and have placed heavy restraints on the emigration of 
Soviet Jews. These factors alone are sufficient to have 
prejudiced Israel against Moscow. 

Apart from its own views of the Soviet Union, 
however, Israel has a more crucial interest in obstruct¬ 
ing Soviet-U.S. detente by magnifying Soviet subver¬ 

sion of U.S. interests in the Middle East and the 
Israeli role in resisting that subversion. When the 

United States is preoccupied with the Soviets, it has 
less time to monitor Israeli activities and less political 
capital to expend on keeping them in line. Whether 
by coincidence or design, the tripartite invasion of the 
Suez Canal Zone came when U.S. attention was fo¬ 
cused on the Hungarian crisis, and Israel’s de facto 
annexation of Golan in December 1981 was overshad¬ 
owed by the crisis in Poland. 

Conversely, any progress toward U.S.-Soviet de¬ 
tente carries with it the possibility of an imposed 
settlement of the Arab-Israeli dispute—a consumma¬ 
tion devoutly opposed by Israel because, as the 
stronger party, it would presumably have the most to 
lose. Supporters of Israel have consistently resisted 
any suggestion of Soviet participation in Middle East 
peace efforts, and they reacted vehemently against the 
joint U.S.-Soviet communique of October 1977, 
which endorsed "the legitimate rights of the Palestin¬ 
ian people.” The communique was abandoned within 
days by the United States under pressure from Israel. 

Ever since 1948, the United States has been torn 
between its strategic interest in building ties with the 
Arabs and its domestic political interest in supporting 
Israel. In general, the politicians have won out over 
the strategists, and the long-term result has been the 

expansion of Israeli territory, the decline of U.S.- 

Arab relations, and added tension in U.S.-Soviet rela¬ 
tions. At this ultimate level, American and Israeli 

interests are in diametric collision. 
For Israel, the alliance with the United States is a 

matter of survival. For the United States, it is an 
increasingly dangerous encumbrance. After 37 years, 

the United States is politically incapable of openly 
repudiating it. Whether it slowly erodes under the 

attrition of U.S. strategic imperatives, or precipitates 
a Soviet-U.S. confrontation, or Israel itself changes 

character over the years, these are contingencies be¬ 

yond the human power of prophecy. 
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THE REAL INTELLIGENCE FAILURE 

Policymakers treat information in a 

variety of ways, not all of them 

respectful of its value or integrity 

JOHN HORTON 

WHEN POLICYMAKERS SET OUT to plot 
a strategy or critique a policy, intelli¬ 
gence information is one of the tools 
they use. But the effect of intelli¬ 

gence on their decisions will depend on their willing¬ 
ness to defer to its implications—and interested par¬ 
ties will be pressing attractively argued alternatives. 
Other factors will also lead a decision-maker to give 
more or less weight to intelligence: whether the infor¬ 
mation is congenial or not; whether it is new and 
exciting or a humdrum repetition of tiresome views; 
whether the messenger bringing the news is liked or 
distrusted; and how the information is packaged. Ap¬ 
pearances—which may be comparatively frivolous— 
may outshine the information itself and affect judg¬ 
ments on its value. Or, the policymaker may see past 
these images to the information and carefully examine 
its value to his decisions. 

The intelligence community—the CIA, National 
Security Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency, the 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research in the State De¬ 
partment, and others—exists, first, so that the presi¬ 
dent and the administration will not be surprised. 
Beyond that, intelligence has the finer role of enlight¬ 
ening policy. The most sophisticated use of what we 
know—or what we think we know—is to throw light 
on the future, to spot opportunities for the United 
States, to point out perils. 

The late scholar Hans Morgenthau once warned us 
that “the first lesson which the student of internation¬ 
al politics must learn and never forget is that the 
complexities of international affairs make simple solu¬ 
tions and trustworthy prophecies impossible. It is 
here that the scholar and the charlatan part com¬ 
pany.” Collecting and analyzing information—in¬ 
deed, any link in the intelligence chain—provides 
many opportunities for charlatanship. Morgenthau 
was right in warning us against trusting easy assump¬ 
tions about the future, but the attempt to define 
current reality must also be approached with mod¬ 
esty. The purveyor of intelligence must consciously 
work to present that reality in an intellectually limpid 
form, clear in expression and free from the impurities 
of emotion and ideology. 

Of course, the intelligence community is not per- 
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feet. When the United States is taken by surprise or a 
policy is viewed as not working, an intelligence fail¬ 
ure (not always further defined) is frequently cited as 
the cause. Some of these are genuine shortcomings of 
the process of information collection and analysis. 
Some of them are understandable, if not excusable, 
and some of them not. 

Terrorist threats, for example, are difficult for any¬ 
one to predict. We know that diplomats and certain 
other individuals are especially vulnerable, and under 
certain circumstances—when dealing with a particu¬ 
lar group or approaching a special date—we can gird 
ourselves for an attack. Even then, however, control 
of time and place, along with ruthlessness, gives the 
advantage to the terrorist. A professional intelligence 
officer may be dismayed by the failure to predict or to 
prevent an attack; there is a practical limit to what 
intelligence can do in this area. Even as we work to 
avoid this kind of failure, we must become inured to 
surprise. 

There are other kinds of intelligence failures—fail¬ 
ures in perception and judgment—and quite a few 
were apparent in the invasion of the Falkland Islands 
(Las Malvinas) by Argentina. These failures were 
shared by all: the British were surprised. The Argen¬ 
tines miscalculated the state of British pluck (not the 
first time that mistake had been made). The U.S. 
intelligence community had indications that the Ar¬ 
gentines were talking about making this perennial 
irredentist fantasy become real, but we were surprised 
too. No one, we thought, could be so irrational, not 
even Argentine officers looking for an outlet for do¬ 
mestic discontent. The argument that something 
would be irrational will continue to confound level¬ 
headed people. It did so in 1962 when Soviet missiles 
were found in Cuba, and in 1973 when intelligence 
officers were surprised by the attack on Israel. Intelli¬ 
gence officers have a special responsibility to under¬ 
stand the volatility of passions, even though they do 
not share them; especially because they do not share 
them. 

The Argentine failure to anticipate British reaction 
adequately (this seems evident from the generally 
poor quality of the Argentine troops put ashore in the 
Falklands) cannot be excused by a need for great haste, 
as may be the case in other even more impulsive 
expeditions. It was instead the result of plans being 
hatched in the narrow confines of a cabal within the 
government. Such plans are almost certain to suffer 
from a lack of expert advice and second opinions that 
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might improve the scheme or lead to its abandon¬ 
ment. While the members of such a small, furtive 
group would not willfully draw up a poor design, they 
may fear that their intentions will be uncovered, or 
even suspect privately that there are holes in their 
reasoning and be ashamed should their hands be re¬ 
vealed. This is not just a peculiarity of the Argen¬ 
tines. The need for security in the U.S. government 
and the quite justified obsession with leaks may lead 
decision-makers to limit the people and agencies in¬ 
volved, thereby preventing good counsel and bal¬ 
anced assessments from being heard. This seems to 
have been the case in the decision to mine Nicaraguan 
harbors. In an article reviewing the first Reagan term 
(JOURNAL, October], reporter George Gedda writes, 
“The [Reagan] administration now looks with regret 
on the decision [to put mines in Nicaraguan waters]; 
the public reaction was almost uniformly negative 
and contributed to an erosion of support for overall 
administration policy toward Nicaragua.” 

SOMETIMES, HOWEVER, intelligence failures 
arise despite the constant attention paid to an 
issue. The U.S. government worried unflag- 
gingly about Maurice Bishop, the prime min¬ 

ister of Grenada, because of his intimacy with the 
Cubans and the Soviet Union. That concern was fur¬ 
ther inflamed by the intemperate verbal attacks on the 
United States made by Bishop and others in his gov¬ 
ernment. Nevertheless, the coup against him was a 
surprise. The lack of official U.S. representation on 
Grenada was one reason why we had no feel for the 
factional opposition rising against Bishop in the New 
Jewel Movement. A lesson to be drawn from this 
experience is that unless we have someone stationed in 
every one of these new island states, we must have a 
much better method of observing political develop¬ 
ments than we had in Grenada. Our launching of an 
expensive expedition to Grenada in October 1983 
demonstrates that we can hardly discount any one 
place as being of no interest. It makes arguments over 
which interests are vital and which are not absurdly 
beside the point. 

Of some comfort was our realization that the Cu¬ 
bans had also failed to recognize how wide the rifts in 
the New Jewel Movement had become and so were 
unable to save the situation for their protege, Bishop. 
Of greater satisfaction was Castro’s fuming suspicion 
that his Soviet ally was behind the coup and so con¬ 
tributed to Bishop's death and the invasion. Yet some 
hardliners in the Reagan administration—who prefer 
to hyphenate the Soviets and the Cubans, believing 
them to be a monolithic and crafty apparat—found 
this difficult to credit at first. They later came to 
accept it by comfortably shifting to the idea that “the 
Soviets planned the whole thing.” 

The U.S. experience on Grenada revealed some 
other intelligence problems, one being the Case of the 
Second Campus. We knew that the American medical 
students were housed in two different spots, one at 
True Blue, where they were liberated by our forces 
right away, and another at Grande Anse. These loca¬ 
tions were marked on maps and photographs used at 
CIA briefings. But at a briefing on the flagship the 

night before the operation, the Grand Anse campus 
was not mentioned until a CIA officer rose to point 
out this omission. Despite this last-minute advice, 
the ground commanders later expressed surprise that 
there were students at Grand Anse. Once they learned 
this, of course, they speedily rescued them. We never 
could discover where the gap existed between what 
intelligence people knew and what troop commanders 
had been told. This form of mishap is commonly 
termed an intelligence failure but is actually a fault 
somewhere in the communications line, quite possi¬ 
bly a casualty of the haste with which the expedition 
was conceived and executed. 

As soon as the fighting was over, another problem 
appeared, this time over the number of Cubans on the 
island. The Cuban construction workers captured by 
our forces gave conflicting and—some of us 
thought—exaggerated totals for the number of Cu¬ 
bans on the island. Quick counts of prisoners left the 
U.S. forces with the uneasy feeling that by no means 
all of the Cubans had been detained and that they 
were still a threat. We knew the size of the Grenadian 
armed forces and militia and realized that few of these 
had been captured. The Sunday after the invasion, 
members of the intelligence community found them¬ 
selves sitting around a table in Washington, assigned 
with the task of arriving at a meaningful number. We 
counted Cubans and Grenadians, added and subtract¬ 
ed, and finally concluded that no one remained in the 
hills. 

We found out later that we had been a bit off in our 
first pre-invasion estimates of Cuban strength, but 
not seriously so, and our long distance assessment 
turned out to be correct. The early exaggerations of 
Cuban troop numbers appear to have been based on 
those first interviews of prisoners, an overestimate by 
green troops of the opposition’s size, folklore about 
Cubans in the Sierra Madre, Castro’s vainglorious or¬ 
ders that his people should die fighting, and an un¬ 
derstandable desire of the field commanders to be sure 
they had completed their assignment. For a while 
there were mutterings of another “intelligence fail¬ 
ure,” but that complaint was soon withdrawn. Even¬ 
tually, Castro made public his inventory of Cubans in 
Grenada, plus killed, wounded, and missing. Even 
then, however, one diehard Cuba-basher in Washing¬ 
ton would not accept our assessment: “Castro lies, you 
know,” he commented. 

When we distributed the assessment early Monday 
morning, it ran into some difficulties. I had thought 
the intelligence community had done a pretty good 
job, but clearly, in the view of at least some officials, 
it had a serious fault. That Monday a person with 
some responsibility in the community, although not 
himself an intelligence officer, asked to read the as¬ 
sessment. Later, I asked him what he thought of it. I 
was speechless when he said, “I think it stinks.” 
Knowing him to be close to CIA Director William 
Casey, I went to see Casey as soon as I could. He was 
less abrupt, merely finding it “unimaginative.” To 
this day, I cannot be sure why it met with such 
disapproval among these officials when others, then 
and later, found it acceptable. In fact, some weeks 
later a military intelligence officer who had been in¬ 
volved in the operation told us he had found the 
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assessment especially useful—he had been saying ex¬ 
actly the same thing but had not been believed until 
the word came down from Washington. 

I CAN ONLY SUPPOSE that the assessment was "un¬ 
imaginative” because of what it did not say. For 
example, we could have said that the Cuban 
construction workers were actually combat 

troops in disguise, or that the arms found in Grenada 
were destined to be used to overthrow friendly gov¬ 
ernments elsewhere in the Caribbean, or that the air¬ 
field was not for tourism but for Soviet reconnaissance 
aircraft. I won’t argue the merits of those points; 
clearly the Soviets and Cubans, either together or 
separately, would have made the New Jewel Move¬ 
ment a pawn for their adventures in the English- 
speaking Caribbean. But this instance does demon¬ 
strate the gap that currently exists between those who 
are already sure of what the world looks like and those 
charged with describing it in an accurate and neutral 
fashion. 

In situations of the sort described above, we may so 
oversimplify the conflicts involved that we pillory 
those who disagree with us and exaggerate the virtues 
of our supporters. Zeal—that emotional investment 
in a point of view or in a particular strategy—can lead 
one to shut oneself off from other views, even to 
ignore obvious information. This probably happens to 
intelligence officers as much as to policymakers. In 
October 1984, El Salvador provided an example of 
passion leading people in our government to overlook 
an important development in a key area. To the ap¬ 
parent surprise of the U.S. government, President 
Jose Napoleon Duarte began peace talks with the 
guerrillas attempting to overthrow his government. 
The popular desire for peace in El Salvador is well 
known, as is the Christian Democrats’ appreciation of 
this. 

The peace talks had been preceded earlier the same 
month by an exchange of prisoners between the gov¬ 
ernment and the rebels, which was arranged with the 
assistance of then Senator Paul Tsongas (D.-Massa¬ 
chusetts). Nevertheless, the Reagan administration 
seems to have been surprised by Duarte’s initiative. 
According to the Washington Post, a congressional 
source said, “The White House... is so fanatically ob¬ 
sessed with Nicaragua, the Sandinistas, and main¬ 
taining the covert war there, they didn’t even pay any 
attention to it.” This leads one to believe that Duarte 
did not consult the administration beforehand but 
assumed that it would be distressed by his even talk¬ 
ing to the guerrillas. 

The administration deserves full credit for support¬ 
ing Duarte and the Christian Democrats in El Salva¬ 
dor against those who would seize power by force and 
for opposing the Sandinistas’ attempts to impose an¬ 
other shabby dictatorship on Nicaragua. Yet, at the 
same time, the drivers of policy have closed their 
minds—and have tried to close the minds of others— 
to alternative ways of reaching solutions in Central 
America. Even after Grenada, when Nicaragua 
seemed weak and fearful, when Castro himself had 
gone pale and stopped his blustering, diplomacy was 
seen merely as a clever form of pressure and was not 

used, as a means of exploring possible solutions. 
This administration considers agreements with 

Marxist-Leninists to be risky—as indeed they are— 
but it also finds them too distasteful and inconsistent 
with its own tough posturing to be a serious option. 
The administration did not simply fail to give suffi¬ 
cient hearing to a diplomatic strategy; it ideologically 
shackled its imagination and so was not free to use the 
informed pragmatism that enables a skilled diplomat 
to probe for solutions. This goes beyond a mere appre¬ 
ciation of intelligence, but involves the willingness to 
grasp opportunity and the sense of timing of inspired 
statemanship. 

If an intelligence officer fears that a policymaker 
will bend assessments until they support policy, a 
different but also serious peril is that the intelligence 
officer will try to avoid this by climbing into an ivory 
tower and pulling his or her own preconceptions in 
afterwards. Rather, such officers must mix with the 
policymakers, understand their concerns, and go out 
into the world where policy is being carried out. Only 
then can the analyst be sure he or she knows what the 
problems are. For just this reason, estimates and as¬ 
sessments are shown in draft to the relevant ambassa¬ 
dor and staff, to military commanders, and to other 
intelligence people for comments. This reduces the 
risk that the study will be irrelevant or address the 
wrong point. However, neither the ambassador nor 
the commander is permitted to change the judg¬ 
ments, either to protect themselves or their ambi¬ 
tions. There is a fine line here, and it is easy to drift 
across it without noticing that the intelligence proc¬ 
ess is being compromised. 

For instance, one confidential study prepared by a 
military analyst last year contained a discussion of the 
Salvadoran armed forces’ weaknesses. As the result of 
protests, the study was considerably rewritten. The 
objections came not from other qualified analysts, but 
from a senior Defense Department officer who was 
heavily involved in supporting the armed forces of El 
Salvador. Not an intelligence failure in itself, this 
action did erect a flimsy structure that can collapse in 
just such a flop. It is safer to let a controversial analy¬ 
sis be published and be sure that the vital questions 
are examined than to suppress discussion because 
someone is afraid that a pet program may be ques¬ 
tioned. 

Intelligence assessments should be written by those 
familiar with an area, and that expertise should not be 
suppressed. The advantage of familiarity is that one 
can peer beneath the superficial to find the essential. 
An example is provided again by the Argentine inva¬ 
sion of the Falklands. Many of our hemispheric neigh¬ 
bors spoke out against the United States for backing 
Britain instead of Argentina—even for referring to 
the islands as the Falklands instead of Las Malvinas, as 
the Argentines insist. Some elements in the U.S. 
administration wanted us to side with the Argen¬ 
tines, fearing that we would lose credit in the Ameri¬ 
cas by seeming to back British imperialism rather 
than an apparently American cause. 

But the Argentines—especially the military gov¬ 
ernment—were not as popular as the initial ground- 
swell seemed to show. The outburst of support for 
them against the British was not universal in Latin 
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America, and many who formally backed the Argen¬ 
tines held their noses while doing so. Some of those 
who supported Argentina most solidly did so out of 
self-interest—the Americas are seething with old 
grudges over border problems, and many countries 
maintain irredentist ambitions. Even Honduras and 
El Salvador, who face similar Cuban-sponsored dissi¬ 
dent movements, have found their cooperation ham¬ 
pered by disputes over pockets of border land. 

Some Latin countries, however, agreed with our 
stand on the Falklands but did not say so publicly. 
This is part of a common but annoying pattern in 
Latin politics that is well understood by anyone who 
has dealt with the region. Americans who oppose a 
particular U.S. policy in Latin America will trium¬ 
phantly point out that this or that government to the 
south has attacked the policy. But this is misleading, 
for not infrequently, the leader of that government 
has only recently assured Washington that he agrees 
entirely with what the United States is doing. At the 
same time, however, he cautions, “Of course, you 
understand I can't come right out and say so, you 
know.1’ The maintenance of genteel relations with 
that government requires that Washington remain 
mum about those assurances. 

ONE SHOULD DISTINGUISH between such 
superficial opposition to U.S. policies 
and actual disagreement. The analyst 
may sometimes find it helpful to fold 

some history into his assessment to make the point 
clear. The example of Mexican opposition to U.S. 
policy toward Nicaragua illustrates both this type of 
situation and the impatience with which administra¬ 
tion hard-liners greet lessons from the history books. 
Mexico has consistently followed a policy of non¬ 
intervention in international affairs, coupled with a 
stand in favor of self-determination. As the reader has 
undoubtedly guessed, the principles stem from past 
experiences with the United States. A Mexican presi¬ 
dent who violates these principles in order to support 
the United States would find himself in an indefensi¬ 
ble situation before the Mexican public. Mexico's past 
support of the Sandinistas and lack of backing for the 
Salvadoran government (it has lent some support to 
the guerrillas) rest on these two principles, particular¬ 
ly on opposition to U.S. intervention in Latin Amer¬ 
ica. 

In the face of this history, a reasonable U.S. reac¬ 
tion would be to accept Mexican policy for what it is 
and concentrate on those actions in the region that are 
most inimical to us. (In fact, Mexico, for its own 
reasons, has considerably modified its enthusiasm for 
the two factions we oppose.) Yet some officials in the 
U.S. government have been so annoyed at Mexico 
that they have brushed aside not only history lessons 
but those who would remind them of the complex and 
vitally important nature of relations with our south¬ 
ern neighbor. 

Sober good judgment at the State Department, 
from the top right down through the ranks, has head¬ 
ed off any damage that might have resulted from 
active resentment and clumsy attempts to make 
Mexico change its policies—attempts that might ac¬ 

tually harm that country’s struggle for economic re¬ 
covery, which is itself vital for U.S. interests. 

It would be unfair and inaccurate to leave the im¬ 
pression that this administration is impervious to the 
contents of intelligence or that it habitually resists the 
advice of Foreign Service officers. Career people ex¬ 
pect a new administration to have its own set of preju¬ 
dices and biases, some of which they may share. This 
administration is trying to make up for what it be¬ 
lieves has been past neglect of Soviet and Cuban influ¬ 
ence in the Americas. While it asks East-West ques¬ 
tions, another administration may ask North-South 
questions. The career officer can object only when the 
answers are required to fit the questioner’s fancy. 

Our intelligence is generally good enough. We 
know the problems each country faces: the difficulties 
caused by capital flows out of the region, for instance, 
or the threat of overpopulation. Our government can 
use more perceptive reports by curious-minded offi¬ 
cers who, impatient with easy and trendy answers, 
can provide insights and speculations about the fu¬ 
ture, about individual countries and transnational 
movements, and about opportunities and perils. 

In recent years, there has been a tendency for politi¬ 
cians to run against Washington and the federal gov¬ 
ernment. This was done by both Presidents Carter 
and Reagan with astonishing success, considering 
that the government is supposed to be representative 
of the people. They also ran against the so-called 
establishment. The very word establishment causes 
indignation in some hearts. In these two campaigns it 
was intended as a slur on those who had gone before 
and now were presumably out of touch with the tides 
of history or had been willing to give away too much. 
To the extent that those who used these arguments 
came to believe them, the naivete in their attacks on 
the work of others revealed an ignorance about the 
severity of the world’s problems. In their arrogance 
they overestimated their own talents. 

One attempt to get informed advice on govern¬ 
ment policy was the establishment of the Kissinger 
commission to deliberate on Central America. A 
number of the commission’s members, along with 
consultants and witnesses, were indeed among those 
who would be on anyone’s list of the foreign affairs 
establishment. In appointing the group, the adminis¬ 
tration also hoped to get domestic support for what it 
would like to have accepted as its policy. It did not 
fully succeed in that, nor did it put all the advice of 
the commission into effect. But we should not decry 
either imperfect motives or imperfect results—good 
minds and serious people were brought together to 
consider a troublesome problem. The establishment 
proved itself useful. 

If we cut ourselves off from the advice and help of 
those who have trod these same paths before, we will 
waste time wandering in well-mapped ideological 
thickets and falling into easy traps. Short on back¬ 
ground, we will value zeal more than we do experi¬ 
ence and cleverness more than wisdom. Rather than 
abhorring establishments, we should try to build 
them, not merely so they will endorse our actions or 
so we can achieve bipartisan agreements, but so our 
judgments will be enlightened by the counsel of 
weathered and disinterested minds. 

k.4 

Smoke pours from 
stricken HMS 
Sheffield after hit 
by Exocet missile 
off Falkland 
Islands. The 
Argentines 
underestimated 
British pluck, but 
the United States 
ignored indications 
that the junta 
would take what 
was thought to be 
an irrational action. 
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THE DECLINE OF DISSENT 

Decreasing use of the dissent channel is 

symptomatic of an atmosphere in which noncomformist 

views are unwelcome and ignored 

KAI BIRD 

WHEN THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY of 
state for international organizations 
recently put into effect a new bud¬ 
getary policy for U.S. contributions 

to the United Nations, he probably did not expect it 
to be challenged. Gregory Newell was acting in ac¬ 
cord with President Reagan’s legendary distrust of the 
world body when he decided that any proposal made 
by a U.N. agency for new expenditures should be 
opposed by the U.S. government. This policy, how¬ 
ever, was not universally accepted, and some Foreign 
Service officers shared in the misgivings. One FSO 
posted in Geneva filed a cable through the dissent 
channel, protesting that the assistant secretary’s rigid 
budgetary policy was often counterproductive. For 
instance, if a proposal came before a U.N. agency to 
study the status of human rights in Soviet-occupied 
Afghanistan, the Geneva delegation would have no 
choice but to oppose the measure, even though the 
Reagan administration would not be adverse to em¬ 
barrassing the Soviets with a critical U.N. report. 
The officer suggested that decisions on whether to 
vote for new expenditures should be made by the 
delegation at each of the agencies. 

This was hardly a momentous issue, but the cable 
itself was significant for being one of the few sent 
through the dissent channel in recent years that re¬ 
ceived serious consideration in the secretary of state’s 
office. Newell objected strenuously to the dissent, 
while Elliot Abrams, assistant secretary for humani¬ 
tarian affairs, favored its message. The matter was 
referred to the under secretary for political affairs at 
the time, Lawrence Eagleburger, and the deputy sec¬ 
retary, Kenneth Dam. The issue was resolved with a 
compromise: Newell’s ironclad prohibition against 
voting for any new budgetary items was upheld— 
with one exception. In the future, the ambassador to 
the United Nations will have the right to instruct a 
U.S. delegation to vote in favor of a budgetary item. 

This cable was one of six formal dissents filed in 
1984, and only five were filed the previous year. Since 
the special channel was established in 1971, there 
have been 123 dissents. A record 28 were filed in 
1977 under the Carter administration, which every¬ 
one agrees encouraged—or at least did not discour¬ 
age—use of the channel. Today, many officers flatly 
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state that they fear using the dissent mechanism. 
Some, however, argue that the decline in the number 
of messages is not significant; it merely reflects the 
growing acceptance of Reagan administration poli¬ 
cies. The figures bear this out, but the Carter admin¬ 
istration numbers are so much higher overall that one 
can counter that the channel has been and can be used 
more frequently, given the right atmosphere. 

Fourteen years after its establishment, the dissent 
channel seems to be dying. Yet it was started as—and 
in theory still remains—a means of ensuring that 
Foreign Service employees who disagree with the ad¬ 
ministration’s views have an opportunity to present 
their analyses to the highest policymaking level in the 
State Department. The benefits of such a mechanism 
go beyond simply allowing employees to vent their 
concerns regarding official policies. The channel also 
provides an opportunity for decisionmakers to evalu¬ 
ate and perhaps revise their policy in light of new—or 
at least nonconformist—information and arguments. 
It lessens the risk that policy will be decided without 
the benefit of information that contradicts accepted 
doctrine or that comes from posts abroad. In reality, 
the dissent channel has rarely had any obvious impact 
on policy, but because of its mere existence, that 
possibility remains. 

Some, of course, believe that this decline in the use 
of the dissent channel is a healthy sign. According to 
Alfred Atherton, who responded to written questions 
on this matter while director general of the Foreign 
Service, "It is possible that the decline in the use of 
the dissent channel you have cited represents the suc¬ 
cess of the system...rather than a deliberate effort to 
squelch differing views.” He argues that alternative 
views are expressed in ways other than cables. "Policy 
option papers by and large are prepared in Washing¬ 
ton, and many views are factored into both the docu¬ 
ments themselves and the discussions that precede 
and follow the actual drafting. Viewing dissent chan¬ 
nel cables as the sole measure of debate in the depart¬ 
ment. ..represents a misunderstanding of the sys¬ 
tem." 

Others, however, are less sanguine about the situa¬ 
tion. To many FSOs, especially those in the lower and 
middle ranks who have little other access to the State 
Department’s seventh floor, the channel is one impor¬ 
tant symbol of their professionalism. In theory, if not 
in practice, it is the last-ditch repository of the For¬ 
eign Service officer's integrity. When senior officers 
are reluctant to forward the results of honest reporting 
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because it contains politically unwelcome news or 
opinions with which they disagree, the dissent chan¬ 
nel at least offers a means of reaching the decision¬ 
makers. 

During 1984, a group of active and retired FSOs 
concerned about the channel came together under the 
auspices of the Open Forum chairman and formed the 
Sages’ Group. They were especially worried about the 
fact that policy is rarely initiated or even affected by 
the knowledgeable diplomat well-versed in a particu¬ 
lar country’s political and cultural characteristics. 
What the officer in the field believes is very often 
simply not part of the policy debate in Washington. 
In such a system, the dissent channel should provide a 
means for the expert to advise the decision-makers 
when politically motivated policies formulated in 
Washington are inconsistent with the realities on the 
ground. The dissent channel might have done much 
to prevent some foreign policy misadventures that 
were primarily motivated by crude domestic politick¬ 
ing. But it never did have much impact, and its 
future right now looks grim. 

SOON AFTER THE DISSENT CHANNEL was estab¬ 
lished in November 1971, the New York Times 
ran a story suggesting that its main purpose 
was to curb leaks to the press from within the 

department. Earlier disagreements within State had 
become public and caused the administration consid¬ 
erable embarrassment. Only a year before, on the eve 
of President Nixon’s decision to invade Cambodia, 50 
junior FSOs signed a letter protesting the imminent 
invasion and sent it to Secretary of State William 
Rogers. Copies of the letter reached the.press, and, 
according to then Under Secretary for Political Affairs 
U. Alexis Johnson, Nixon furiously demanded that 
the officers involved be fired (JOURNAL, September], 
(Johnson says he put the president off.) 

Then, in the spring of 197 1, as hundreds of thou¬ 
sands of East Pakistani (now Bangladeshi) civilians 
were being butchered by the Pakistani army, Archer 
Blood, the consul general in Dacca, wrote a blistering 
cable protesting what would become known as the 
Nixon-Kissinger “tilt" policy toward Pakistan. 
When the cable arrived in Washington, officers in the 
department began to add their names to the docu¬ 
ment. Blood was quickly removed from East Pakistan 
and given an inconsequential assignment in person¬ 
nel—ironically, counseling other officers on their ca¬ 
reers. A few months later someone leaked a massive 
batch of top secret documents on the policy of tilting 
toward Pakistan to columnist Jack Anderson. Dissent 
was clearly getting out of hand. 

Once the new channel was established, however, it 
was initially used by very few officers—none in 1971 
and only four in 1972. The first dissent cable was filed 
by Jack Perry, protesting the resumption of the 
bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong in April 1972, on 
the eve of the Nixon-Brezhnev summit. Perry’s argu¬ 
ments had no impact on Nixon and Kissinger’s Viet¬ 
nam policy. 

The apparent ineffectiveness of Perry’s dissent was 
to become a pattern for future dissents. Although the 
officers who write such cables undoubtedly hope that 

F our teen years after its 
establishment, the dissent 
channel seems to be dying. Yet 
it was started as—and in theory 
remains—a means of ensuring 
that alternative ideas reach the 
highest levels 

their arguments will influence or change policy, the 
history of the dissent channel shows that such a result 
is very uncommon. Indeed, Henry Kissinger, once he 
was secretary of state, seemed to confirm that the 
channel was intended primarily as a vehicle for allow¬ 
ing FSOs to blow off steam, not as a way of challeng¬ 
ing policy. In remarks made in October 1973, he 
acknowledged the importance of dissenting views but 
stressed, “I expect that all officers in the Foreign 
Service and the department will keep dissenting views 
in the channels provided for. We cannot operate the 
government or the department if dissent is taken to 
the press.” That the essential purpose of the dissent 
channel has in fact been to allow FSOs to voice their 
disagreement rather than to influence policy is dem¬ 
onstrated by the experience of those cables that, after 
dozens of interviews during the last six months, can 
be described. 

After a fairly quiet beginning, the dissent channel 
became more active in 1974. Sometime during the 
upheavals that year in Nicosia, Cyprus, in which the 
CIA was involved in a coup, Thomas Boyatt filed a 
dissent cable protesting Kissinger’s interventionist 
policy. Within days, Boyatt was removed from his 
position as director of the Office of Cypriot Affairs. 
His dissent cable was not answered for five months, 
and even then, the response was merely an acknowl¬ 
edgement of receipt. (The system nevertheless took 
care of Boyatt; after Kissinger left the department, he 
would make the ambassadorial grade.) During the 
same year, an FSO posted in Italy filed a dissent that 
argued against the ambassador’s assessment that the 
Communist Party could not possibly register gains in 
the upcoming election. The Italian left scored a sur¬ 
prising upset and the young officer looked good. 

In early 1975, one senior FSO in the United Arab 
Emirates was outraged to learn that Washington had 
decided to renew formal diplomatic relations with 
Sudan, where only three years before Ambassador 
Cleo Noel and his Deputy Chief of Mission, George 
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C. Moore, were assassinated. The officer, who had 
worked with Moore, quickly drafted a cable for regu¬ 
lar channels and presented it to his ambassador, Mi¬ 
chael Sterner, for his approval. Sterner, however, 
thought the message inappropriate for regular chan¬ 
nels and suggested that he file it through the dissent 
channel. The cable was sent, but policy did not 
change, and the dissenting officer later received 
what Sterner calls a “typically mealy-mouthed re¬ 
sponse.” 

Other dissent cables filed over the years include: 
—a provocative critique of the Camp David accords 
written by a Middle East specialist serving as a politi¬ 
cal officer in Cairo. One retired officer called it a 
"well-reasoned” cable which has stood up to events; 
—a report in the late 1970s arguing that U.S. policy 
in the Persian Gulf was militarizing the region; 
—a cable from Panama suggesting that the danger to 
American travelers on the Pan American highway was 
so serious that warning signs ought to be posted (they 
were); 
—a warning from an officer in a consulate in Poland 
predicting that martial law was about to be imposed. 
(The cable never received an answer because shortly 
afterwards General Jaruzelski made his move. “What 
was the department going to do,” says an officer 
familiar with the case, “pat the guy on the back and 
say, ‘You were right’?”); 
—several cables from a political officer in the Bonn 
embassy criticizing Washington’s handling of U.S.- 
German relations; 
—a criticism of pending congressional legislation de¬ 
signed to bar aid to “unfriendly” developing coun¬ 
tries, among them Vietnam. The officer pointed out 
that, if passed, the law would force the United States 
to renege on one of its formal treaty commitments; 
—another cable from an officer stationed in Warsaw 
that was critical of the Reagan administration’s han¬ 
dling of economic sanctions against Poland. 

With the exception of the cable from Panama sug¬ 
gesting that the Pan American Highway be posted as 
dangerous, none of these dissents actually changed 
policy. One substantive dissent that came very close 
to doing so occurred during the Carter administra¬ 
tion. Some junior officers in the U.S. mission to the 
United Nations drafted a cable that argued against 
the decision to vote for the seating of the Khmer 
Rouge delegation. Donald McHenry, who would be¬ 
come our ambassador to the the United Nations in the 
wake of Andrew Young’s resignation, says he disa¬ 
greed with the dissent but thought the drafters had a 
reasonable argument that was worthy of serious con¬ 
sideration. He advised them how to make their argu¬ 
ments more effective in a redraft of the message, 
which impressed Secretary of State Cyrus Vance 
enough to change his mind. “It took some real argu¬ 
ing,” says one FSO, “to get the secretary back on 
track. The honchos in the Bureau of East Asian Affairs 
really had to put on the pressure before Vance came 
back on board. I personally thought the bureau was 
right. To unseat the Khmer Rouge, as awful as they 
are, would alienate our ASEAN friends and reward 
Vietnamese aggression.” Another FSO, working at 
the time as an aide to Richard Holbrooke, the assis¬ 
tant secretary for East Asian affairs, says he supported 

the dissent. “I thought that in the long term we 
would be better off distancing ourselves from the 
Khmer Rouge. Holbrooke saw it differently.” 

PRECISELY BECAUSE FEW DISSENT CABLES have 
ever achieved the author's aim of influencing 
policy, use of the dissent channel is consid¬ 
ered a desperate last resort. Most officers 

want to be known as team players and believe their 
careers will suffer if they become stigmatized as a 
“dissenter.” In theory, of course, use of the channel 
should not have any affect on a career. The reality, 
however, can be quite different, as the case of Arthur 
W. Purcell demonstrates. In 1977, he filed perhaps a 
dozen dissent cables while labor officer in Melbourne, 
Australia. Eventually his case went before the Foreign 
Service Grievance Board, and its November 1978 re¬ 
port demonstrates just how vulnerable the lone dis¬ 
senter can be. 

In July 1976, Purcell was asked by his ambassador, 
James W. Hargrove, a political appointee, to address 
the country team on the labor situation in Australia. 
Eight months before, the Australian Labour Party had 
been unseated by the governor-general in a controver¬ 
sial move that has since elicited suggestions of exter¬ 
nal intervention. U.S. strategic interests were viewed 
as threatened by the party’s hints that it might throw 
the United States out of its Pine Gap listening post in 
northern Australia. Purcell told the country team 
that, in his opinion, the “industrial relations per¬ 
formance of the government had been quite poor” 
since the Liberal Party had taken power, and that “the 
communist tail was not wagging the trade union dog 
in Australia.” Purcell says his presentation was “frost¬ 
ily” received because his colleagues disputed his as¬ 
sessment, particularly on the issue of communist in¬ 
fluence in the trade union movement. 

In January 1977, Purcell submitted his annual la¬ 
bor report, but Hargrove delayed for more than a 
month before finally forwarding it to Washington. 
The ambassador also attached a cover note disavowing 
the analysis, calling it “tendentious and, in some 
instances, factually erroneous.” The embassy also 
took the unheard of action of preparing its own annual 
labor report. When Purcell discovered that the em¬ 
bassy was not forwarding his report, he began filing 
his cables on the labor situation through the dissent 
channel. In response, Hargrove informed the State 
Department that Purcell had “expressed a reluctance 
to pursue the political objectives of the mission, [and] 
he certainly does not represent the mission’s views of 
what is happening on the labor scene in Australia.” 
The ambassador also tried to argue that Purcell’s use 
of the dissent channel was improper. 

That spring, Purcell received his first efficiency 
rating for his 14 months of service in Australia. Not 
surprisingly, it was the lowest he had ever been given. 
He filed another dissent cable, protesting that he was 
being penalized for his original use of the channel for 
transmittal of his labor reports. Later that year he sent 
a few more reports on the labor situation through the 
channel when the embassy refused to transmit them 
to Washington. He also filed a formal protest before 
the Grievance Board. 
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In the meantime, another political appointee, Phil¬ 
ip H. Alston Jr., replaced Hargrove. After one meet¬ 
ing with Purcell, Alston cabled the director general of 
the Foreign Service and requested Purcell’s transfer. 
Alston wrote, “I would hope that on reflection Mr. 
Purcell might forgo insistence on exhausting his 
rights under established grievance procedures. ” 

Purcell left the Service at the end of 1977, having 
decided to take early retirement. But he continued to 
pursue his case before the Grievance Board. In late 
1978, the board released its findings: it faulted Pur¬ 
cell for his “somewhat ‘angular’ personality” and said, 
“His qualities of independence and uncompromising 
integrity have been described by some supervisors as 
admirable and positive traits, but they have also been 
seen as demonstrating willful stubbornness and self- 
righteousness that have constituted an impediment to 
effective performance.” Aside from this comment, 
however, the board upheld Purcell on all counts. It 
found “the grievant’s use of the dissent channel en¬ 
tirely appropriate under the circumstances” and also 
concluded that Purcell had been “penalized for using 
the dissent channel.” The board ruled that the poor 
efficiency ratings be expunged from his file because 
"the three examples given by the rating officer of the 
grievant's faulty judgment were considered...to re¬ 
flect the rating officer’s lack of understanding of the 
labor situation being described.” Finally, the board 
deplored Alston’s attempts to prevent Purcell from 
pursuing his grievance. Purcell had asked that formal 
letters of “reprimand” be placed in the files of the 
Canberra officers who had violated dissent channel 
regulations. On this point only, the Grievance Board 
balked, saying, “Neither ambassador is a career offi¬ 
cer and neither has a performance folder in which to 
insert a letter of reprimand.” (Though the State De¬ 
partment officially denied before the Grievance Board 
that Purcell was penalized for dissent, none of Pur¬ 
cell’s superior officers bothered to testify.) 

Without access to the classified cable traffic, it is 
difficult to judge whether Purcell was correct in his 
assessment of the Australian labor situation. The evi¬ 
dence of Purcell’s fellow labor attaches, as recorded by 
the Grievance Board, seems to back up his reporting. 
But one can certainly conclude that regardless of the 
merits of his dissent, the system did not work for this 
officer. 

PURCELL'S IS NOT an isolated case. There is 
the one of F. Allen “Tex” Harris, an FSO 
assigned to report on human rights in Ar¬ 
gentina during 1977. Harris's reporting so 

antagonized his ambassador, a political appointee 
named Raul Castro, that he eventually had to use the 
dissent channel. Harris made a point of inviting the 
mothers of the “disappeared ones,” those kidnapped 
and often murdered by military death squads, into his 
embassy office. He began writing up individual cases, 
and the resulting cables made Ambassador Castro’s 
dealings with the military government all the more 
difficult. Like Purcell, Harris received extremely poor 
efficiency ratings and was not promoted again until 
after he was honored in 1984 with the William R. 
Rivkin Award, given by AFSA in recognition of his 

“bureaucratic courage to stand up for what was 
right.” Further evidence that use of the dissent chan¬ 
nel is sometimes harmful to a Foreign Service career 
appeared in the form of a notice sent to all employees 
in September 1979 by then Deputy Secretary of State 
Warren Christopher which said, “Two cases have 
come to my attention in which superiors actively dis¬ 
couraged personnel from using the dissent channel or 
penalized employees for having done so.” Also, the 
Grievance Board in 1979-80 handled at least two 
cases involving interference with use of the channel. 

None of this has encouraged officers to use the 
channel. “I don't know if the decline in use is a 
reflection of orthodoxy,” says Under Secretary for Po¬ 
litical Affairs Michael Armacost, “or fear of the conse¬ 
quences.” 

John Reinertson is one FSO who believes that fear 
of possible consequences is a major cause for the de¬ 
cline in use of the dissent channel. Until recently, he 
was the elected chairman of the State Department’s 
Open Forum, which, among other things, is sup¬ 
posed to monitor the dissent channel. Open Forum 
was established back in 1967 as a voluntary member 
organization dedicated to encouraging in-house de¬ 
bate on foreign policy. It hosts a well-attended speak¬ 
er’s program and publishes a classified quarterly, Open 
Forum Journal, where alternative policy ideas are given 
a hearing. 

Reinertson’s one-year term as chairman, which 
ended last summer, was marked by an unprecedented 
bureaucratic turf fight. In a recent editorial of the 
Open Forum Journal Reinertson says that the dissent 
channel is "one important index of individual politi¬ 
cal integrity” within the Foreign Service. "By that 
index,” writes Reinertson, “we are failing badly.” In 
an interview, he said that under the Reagan adminis¬ 
tration “alternative ideas are less welcome,” and “fear 
of expressing them is fairly pervasive.” 

Such outspoken views have not endeared him to 
everyone in the State Department. When a dissent 
cable arrived from Poland last year on the subject of 
economic sanctions, Reinertson, according to another 
FSO, thought the response, drafted by the then chair¬ 
man of the Policy Planning Council, Stephen Bos- 
worth, was inadequate. Open Forum operates out of 
the council, which is responsible for drafting the for¬ 
mal response to all dissent channel messages within 
30 days. 

Bosworth’s special assistant at the time explains 
that, “Reinertson came in telling people his job was 
adversarial, that he was supposed to keep tabs on what 
we were doing—He then started commenting on 
substantive policy matters in memos directly to the 
secretary. The subject was the dissent cable from Po¬ 
land. He had a different view of the matter and appar¬ 
ently did not think our reply was responsive enough. 
We didn’t even find out about the memo he wrote to 
the secretary until it had already gone out He had 
sent it directly to the secretary without showing it to 
Ambassador Bosworth, let alone clearing it with 
him." Reinertson says the regulations governing his 
duties as Open Forum chairman required him to en¬ 
sure that dissent cables receive adequate replies—and 
that means direct access to the secretary, as well as 
other bureaus involved in the reply. 

In theory, use 
of the dissent 
channel should 
not affect a 
career. The 
reality is quite 
different 
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This special assistant chalks up the dispute to "a 
personality clash” between Reinertson and Bosworth. 
Reinertson instead sees it as a fundamental difference 
of opinion on the role of the Open Forum in the 
dissent process. 

The issue has not faded. The Sages' Group has 
drafted a set of 17 very specific proposals designed to 
increase the autonomy and power of the Open Forum 
chairman. The Sages want Open Forum taken out 
from under control of Policy Planning and placed 
directly in the secretary’s office. They want a separate 
budget and a full-time chairman and vice-chairman 
with their own support staff. They believe the Open 
Forum chairman should have the right to sit in on the 
secretary’s staff meetings and any other meetings 
throughout the department. 

They have only harsh words for how the dissent 
channel operates currently: “One can sense a serious 
problem—a cynical, some would say ‘realistic,’ atti¬ 
tude that perceives the dissent channel as merely a 
management tool for letting the system vent bottled- 
up pressures...without affording these dissenting 
voices a real impact on policy. ” The Sages charge that 
currently neither the secretary nor the under secretary 
ever see dissent messages, and they want promises 
that these two officials will personally read and direct 
the replies to the messages. Finally, they want the 
dissent messages themselves to receive wider distribu¬ 
tion, including publication in an abbreviated form in 
the Open Forum Journal. 

When the Sages' preliminary proposals were 
brought before a general meeting of the Open Forum 
membership on June 26, Reinertson gave a speech 
criticizing the present system of handling dissent 
messages and declaring that the department has an 
obligation to handle dissent messages more seriously, 
only to be followed by the new chairman of Policy 
Planning, Peter Rodman, who talked of how splen¬ 
didly the dissent channel was working. Significantly, 
Secretary Shultz, arriving late, gave a short speech 
echoing Kissinger's 1973 concern chat dissents must 
not be leaked to the press. 

When asked to comment on the Sages' recommen¬ 
dations, the then director general of the Foreign Ser¬ 
vice, Alfred Atherton, chose to respond only in writ¬ 
ing. He said, “I think it would be premature for me to 
take a position on the specific recommendations at 
this time. In general, however, I am a strong support¬ 
er of the Open Forum, and would give sympathetic 
consideration to proposals which could be expected to 
make it more effective.” 

BUT OBVIOUSLY, whatever the effect of this 
issue on the Service, those who receive the 
dissent messages will be very reluctant to 
accept any reforms or changes that give the 

chairman of Open Forum, who is elected to his or her 
position, significant influence in the policymaking 
process. (Indeed, some would even question the qual¬ 
ity of officers who choose to take a year off from their 
regular careers to be chairman of something as “artifi¬ 
cial” to the policymaking game as Open Forum. The 
fact is, however, that quite a few past chairmen of 
Open Forum, including officers like William Luers 

and Sandra Vogelgesang, have gone on to significant 
achievements within the Service.) Nor, of course, will 
any secretary of state be inclined for institutional rea¬ 
sons to encourage the filing of more dissent messages. 

Many officers, in fact, will argue that the Sages’ 
efforts are misplaced, that there are other, more effec¬ 
tive ways than the dissent channel of disseminating 
ideas that are not part of accepted policy. “The dissent 
channel is a crock,” says one FSO working in the Far 
East bureau. “If you feel strongly enough about an 
issue, you go to your ambassador and you do what you 
must to get things changed.” 

Some officers argue that if you are bright and per¬ 
sistently argue the merits of an issue with the right 
facts, your reporting can over time change policy. “A 
single cable never makes a difference,” says another 
officer. “But a pattern of cables can have an impact. 
Reggie Bartholomew’s reporting from Lebanon did 
not get disregarded.” 

Yet another officer insists, “If my ambassador and 
his political counselor could not convince me that a 
cable I had drafted was off base, then it would go out. 
There’s always a way to get your views back to Wash¬ 
ington short of the dissent channel. Once I had a 
damn good cable which the political counselor decid¬ 
ed shouldn’t go out. I told him, okay, let’s just send it 
to the ambassador as a memo for his information. I 
knew the ambassador would take one look at it and 
instruct that it be sent as a cable with his name on it. 
That’s what happened.” 

Boyatt, whose 1974 dissent cable on Cyprus is well 
known for the trouble it caused him, nevertheless 
observes, “People know they'll have their inning 
sooner or later.” In other words, if the dissent is 
proved out by later events, the officer will also be 
vindicated. Boyatt is one of the few ambassadors who 
routinely cleared cables containing views with which 
he did not necessarily agree. “More than one cable,” 
says Boyatt, “went out saying, ‘Our counsels are di¬ 
vided.’ That’s how I ran my embassy If I didn’t like 
a cable, I would merely add an ambassador’s para¬ 
graph spelling out my differences.” 

Philip Kaplan, a ranking officer in Policy Plan¬ 
ning, disagrees with this approach—and claims that 
his is clearly dominant in most embassies. “The am¬ 
bassador’s name goes on any assessment, so there can 
only be one view. It’s not like a bunch of newspaper 
reporters; there are consequences to our reporting 
where there are none for a reporter—A good officer 
can iron out a position with his superiors in a way that 
his views do get reported. But ultimately, there can 
be only one assessment and I wouldn’t have it any 
other way.” 

If ultimately there can be only one assessment, then 
it is easy to understand why there is so little dissent. 
Foreign Service officers have a reputation for timidity 
when it comes to advancing new ideas, which by the 
very fact of being new, risk being labeled “unsound.” 
So it should be no surprise that those who use the 
dissent channel are often perceived as square pegs— 
abrasive and bad team-players. 

Some officers, however, do not find the current 
system of cable traffic satisfactory, complaining that 
there is too much volume and too little influence. 
“When an officer gets busy,” says one veteran country 
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desk officer, "these cables from the embassies just are 
not read. I do not read them ” In the past, there 
were other ways to circulate information outside of 
the regular cable traffic. Airgrams allowed an officer 
to reflect at length on an issue—and to sign his or her 
name to the report. These days it is cheaper to cable 
everything. Ten or twenty years ago, those stationed 
abroad would occasionally write personal letters, 
called “official-informals,” to their desk officers. 
These too allowed for the expression of subtle or some¬ 
times not so subtle differences of opinion from within 
an embassy, but they are rarely used today. 

Henry Precht, desk officer for Iran during the 
1978—79 revolution, resorted to writing a “Secret 
Eyes Only Official-Informal” to Ambassador William 
Sullivan in December 1978. The letter was later cap¬ 
tured by the Iranian students who seized the embassy 
and published in Iran. It graphically illustrates the 
pressures placed on an officer who, like Precht, is 
critical ofU.S. policy. Precht explains to Sullivan, “A 
quiet moment has come and I’ll use it to bring you up 
to date on some very sensitive matters that I cannot 
commit to the phone or cable There is real concern 
in this building about back-channel communications 
from the White House directly to the Iranians, nota¬ 
bly the Brzezinski-Zahedi channel I have probably 
confided more than I should to a piece of paper, but I 
doubt I have much of a future anyway Whatever 
the risks, I believe it important to give you my frank 
assessment of how things are shaping up on the Iran¬ 
ian front these days.” (Precht’s career did survive—he 
is currently DCM in Cairo.) 

THE PRESSURE IN THIS CASE came from the 
national security adviser, not Precht’s supe¬ 
riors in the department. But this situation, 
in which State Department-White House 

differences entrap an FSO, is not an uncommon one. 
That the department did not stand up to Brzezinski’s 
pressures and protect Precht is symptomatic of its 
discomfort with dissents from policy. If a senior offi¬ 
cer such as Precht can be as fearful as he was about 
conveying his views, there’s a real problem. Never¬ 
theless, former Director General Atherton maintains 
that the system is working, that "the department as 
an institution encourages an atmosphere of debate, 
but if some few resist it, it is hard to imagine that an 
institutional fix can remedy the situation.” 

In the deepest sense, Atherton is probably right; 
there may be no easy institutional fix. But there are 
some obvious reforms that could encourage an atmos¬ 
phere conducive to vigorous debate. It might, for 
instance, make an enormous difference if the depart¬ 
ment had publicly reprimanded the ambassadors who 
penalized Purcell, Harris, and others for using the 
dissent channel. It might also make a difference if 
officers serving in the field believed that their assess¬ 
ments were routinely included at the highest levels of 
the policymaking process. Our diplomats abroad, 
after all, are closest to the facts on the ground. True, 
they are not close to the other set of "facts” in Wash¬ 
ington—Congress, public opinion, and the press. 
But ideally, policy ought to be a meld of the two. 
Unhappily, such a synthesis is rare. Except in the case 

of a crisis, when events are moving too quickly for 
Washington to know anything, the embassies rarely 
take the initiative in setting a policy line. Finally, it 
might be best to abandon the pretense that everything 
reported from the field must have the ambassador’s 
imprimatur on it. The ambassador should take the 
credit—and blame—for only those cables which he or 
she has actually authored. In the case of routine re¬ 
porting, many officers would prefer to work under an 
ambassador who lets “a hundred flowers bloom.” 
Even if FSOs are not newspaper reporters, ambassa¬ 
dors should probably function a little more like tough 
editors and a little less like apparatchiks hewing the 
party line. 

The Sages’ Group’s proposals represent an attempt 
to introduce a greater degree of accountability into 
the process: 

Dissent is the legitimate offspring of political integrity and 

independent professional judgment in the Foreign Service. 

Members of that Service.. .have a responsibility—not merely a 

right—to express reasoned, well-considered disagreement with 

policies or actions they find opposed to the national interest, 

ethically questionable, or morally repugnant. The means by 

which they express their disagreement or seek to change such 

policies, however, can be legitimate or illegitimate, and the 

difference is at present neither sufficiently defined nor com¬ 

monly understood." 

The Reagan administration hasn’t helped matters 
any by its instinctive confusion of dissent with disobe¬ 
dience, as evidenced by the purging of those officers 
who disagreed with Reagan’s policies in Central 
America. Similarly, in 1981-82, some China special¬ 
ists who played a role during the Carter administra¬ 
tion were transferred to posts outside their specialty 
because the new president feared they would not im¬ 
plement his more sympathetic policy toward Taiwan. 
In recent years there have been a few officers, very 
few, who found that merely dissenting on paper was 
not enough and chose to resign. One who left, Wayne 
Smith, who was head of the U.S. interest section in 
Havana, told the Open Forum Journal, “I left the Ser¬ 
vice precisely because I so strongly disagreed with the 
policies of the Reagan administration in Central 
America, with respect to Cuba, and with many of its 
policies elsewhere The bottom line is that your 
analysis must be honest. You must call them as you 
see them. Having made your recommendations, ei¬ 
ther you implement the policy that is decided upon, 
or, if you can’t do that in good conscience, then you 
leave or ask for a job unrelated to policy.” 

There are officers who have not felt it necessary to 
resign, but who are nevertheless alarmed by the de¬ 
cline in use of the dissent channel. They know that for 
every policy adopted regarding the Middle East, Cen¬ 
tral America, or the Soviet Union, there is an alterna¬ 
tive—an equally coherent view that could be ex¬ 
pressed but isn’t. Instead, conformity is rewarded and 
all but the most aggressive officers are discouraged 
from thinking that they can influence policy with 
their reporting. The result has been that our foreign 
policy has suffered for lack of serious debate and 
knowledgeable challenge. For our own sake, as well as 
for the best interests of the Foreign Service, we de¬ 
serve better. D 

Those who use 
the dissent 
channel are 
often 
perceived as 
square pegs, 
abrasive, and 
bad team- 
players 
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In 1976, a coup in Argentina replaced the 

government of Isabel Peron with a military 

junta. One of the first priorities of the new 

government was to end what they saw as a 

rising tide of leftist terrorism. But, during 

the next seven years, the government crack¬ 

down turned into the infamous "dirty ivar,’’ 

in which perhaps as many as 10,000 people 

disappeared. As more and more citizens lost 

family members, they began to gather each 

Thursday at the Plaza de Mayo and the 

Casa Posada to mourn their losses and dem¬ 

onstrate silently for an accounting by the gov¬ 

ernment. 

In 1983, elections were held, and a new 

administration headed by Raul Alfonsin came 

to poiver. The government established a Na¬ 

tional Commission for the Disappearances of 

Persons to investigate the fate of these people. 

Many mass graves were uncovered and, as a 

result, the generals who led the junta were 

tried. But many bodies are still missing, and 

their families continue to gather, hoping for 

information about the disappeared. 

CHRISTOPHER M. BONSTEEL IT ALL STARTED very suddenly. I was 
unlocking the gate to leave for 
work, and outside was a gray Ford 
Falcon. 

Three mustachioed men in the car 
watch impassively as 1 close the gate and 
walk quickly down the shady suburban 
street toward the train station. It is not 
unusual for a strange car to be parked on 
our street, so it doesn’t really bother me. 

When I arrive home late that night 
from downtown Buenos Aires, the same 
gray Falcon is still there. I go inside but 
don’t mention the car to my wife. That 
night at dinner, I can hardly eat. I pick 
at my food and try to dismiss the Falcon 
and its occupants from my mind. They 
could, after all, be either guards for a 
new, important neighbor, or common, 
ordinary, down-to-earth thieves casing 
the area. But there are no moving vans 
around, and they are too visible to be 
robbers. 

Christopher M. Bonsteel is a Foreign Service 

officer assigned to the Office of Communica¬ 

tions. He was previously posted in Buenos 

Aires. 

The Gray 
After a good night’s sleep, I feel a lot 

better. I kiss my wife, Graciela, at the 
door, tousle the kids’ hair, and stroll to 
the gate. But, as I cross the yard, a sud¬ 
den dread seizes me. I struggle with the 
lock on the gate, trying to act noncha¬ 
lant while, under my breath, I curse the 
rusted, decrepit thing. I wave at my 
family and, not daring to look up the 
street, hurry to the train station. A block 
and a half later, after 1 turn a corner, I 
glance back. There it is, as much a sym¬ 
bol of Argentina as our founding fathers 
on their copper mounts in the park: the 
Ford Falcon of the generals’ regime. The 
license plate is jammed up under the 
front bumper so the numbers and letters 
can’t be read. The conclusion is now in¬ 
escapable; the occupants of the car are 
members of the security forces. 

I shove my way onto the train more 
forcefully than usual, ignoring the indig¬ 
nant looks of the other riders. I stare 
without seeing as the train clicks past 
the houses and apartment buildings on 
its slow metallic way to the city. My 
mind races along the tracks. Panic ebbs 
and flows through my body. Once or 
twice when the train stops, 1 have a sud¬ 
den urge to jump out and flee to some¬ 
where, anywhere. 

In my office, I throw myself into my 
work and labor feverishly all day. My fel¬ 
low workers think my excess zeal means 
I’m taking Monday off. As I try to block 
out my growing dread, they get jealous, 
thinking I’m heading for a long weekend 
at the beach. I’m the only one who 
knows what is waiting for me. 

On my way home, I decide not to let 
the Falcon worry me. In the first place, 
maybe they have left. And in the second 
place, why would they be watching me? 
They could be after anyone in the neigh¬ 
borhood. My first hope is smashed when 
I turn the corner on my street. The 
damned Falcon is still parked a few doors 
away from our house. I want to duck be¬ 
hind some trees, but I stop myself. If 
they are watching a neighbor, any suspi¬ 
cious actions on my part will make them 
look at me a little closer. 

When I go inside, Graciela doesn’t 
mention our visitors. She must not have 
left the yard all day, and since the street 

can’t be seen from our yard, she probably 
doesn’t even realize the car is there. I de¬ 
cide not to say anything. Before we go to 
bed, I peer out the children’s window to 
see if the Ford is taking the night shift. 
It is. Maybe they'll take the weekend off 
like the rest of us. I can’t fall asleep. 

In the morning, Graciela is up early 
and takes the children out. While they 
are away, I wake up and creep to the 
window. Much to my surprise, and re¬ 
lief, the Falcon is nowhere to be seen. 
Over coffee and rolls, I consider the im¬ 
plications of its leaving. Maybe the secu¬ 
rity forces are just goofing off for a few 
days. After all, they never seem to have 
to answer to any higher authority. At 
least, the military government claims 
that it is never aware of their activities. 
Or maybe—and I pray this is true—they 
have already picked up one of the neigh¬ 
bors—they weren’t after me at all. 

The fall day now seems much warmer 
and brighter. I take the family out for a 
short drive in the afternoon. As I back 
the car out of the garage, I glance into 
the rear view mirror. In my alarm, I run 
the Renault straight across the street and 
into a tree. The three passengers in the 
gray Falcon are not impressed with my 
little accident. I quickly bundle the fam¬ 
ily into the car and speed off. As we 
cross the railroad tracks, I spot the Fal¬ 
con hanging a block and a half behind. 

WELL, THIS IS IT. They’ve 
got me. But it was so 
many years ago. Why 
me, why now? It must 

be from my days in the university. 
Damn, everybody was a subversive then, 
the students, the professors, the adminis¬ 
tration, the janitors, even my wife was a 
subversive. She dabbled in the Socialist 
Workers Party while attending the 
School of Architecture. It was the thing 
to do. Besides, if you weren’t part of 
some group, you didn’t receive your de¬ 
gree or, worse, some of the militants 
pounded you into the pavement. But 
only 10 percent at most were really mili¬ 
tants or fanatics. The rest of us just went 
along for the ride. The course work at 
the university was easy; just be political. 
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Falcon 

Our degrees were political. So I was a 
subversive. I participated in wall paint¬ 
ing, threw rocks at the police and army, 
stood up at demonstrations and called for 
the overthrow of the government and the 
ousting of the Yankee multinationals. 
Nothing too far out of line for those 
days. To be young was to be subversive 
back then. 

But when General Peron grew tired 
and died, everything went downhill fast. 
His widow, Isabelita, couldn’t run a 
washing machine, much less a nation. In 
the ensuing confusion, her advisers and 
cronies looted the treasury. Finally, 
much to the relief of everyone, the mili¬ 
tary stepped in. But after the political 
situation became more stabilized, things 
began to get nasty. The security forces 
were turned loose to bring in the trou¬ 
blemakers—anyone who wouldn’t give 
the government carte blanche. 

When security got rolling, people be¬ 
gan to disappear. But the hard-core anar¬ 
chists were not the victims—they were 
clever enough to have foreign money and 
connections. They slipped away to Eu¬ 
rope and Mexico. The people that have 
vanished are the dreamers, the liberals, 
and many whose only crime was to be¬ 
lieve in equality and human rights. If 
the security forces can’t capture the real 
extremists, then they settle for those of 
the closest hue. 

It’s horrifying thinking of someone 
simply vanishing from the face of the 
earth. Of course, that’s not what really 

happens—in reality, someone makes you 
vanish. I’ve heard of the midnight execu¬ 
tions. People are brought in for ques¬ 
tioning and then, to their astonishment, 
released from the police station or bar¬ 
racks in the middle of the night—an un¬ 
usual hour for official business. But a 
Ford Falcon full of men ready to carry 
out their orders is waiting outside. In ex¬ 
treme cases, I’ve heard that very “dan¬ 
gerous” subversives are taken for long 
helicopter rides over the cold South At¬ 
lantic. As far as I know, no one has ever 
swum back to shore. 

But why would they single me out? 
Rumor has it that if three suspects are 
picked up, and one of them mentions 
your name in any way, you will be the 
next to go. Eventually a web of friends, 
acquaintances, and business associates 
gets ensnared in the trap. But why now? 
I’m much older, more mature; I have a 
lovely wife, two good kids, a home, I 
pay my taxes. And it was so long ago. 

WE HAD PLANNED on 

spending Sunday at one 
of the parks nearby, but 
I feign exhaustion and 

stay home. I watch the football matches 
on television and clean up the yard. Sev¬ 
eral times, I go to the street to dispose of 
leaves and trimmings. The gray Falcon 
sits there, and the three officers show ab¬ 
solutely no interest in me; their suspect. 

I watch the River -Santc Fe match, 

halfheartedly thinking of making a break 
for it, but I know it’s useless. As soon as 
my departure is discovered, the high¬ 
ways, ports, and airports will be closed. 
Besides, maybe they are just waiting for 
me to try to escape. Would that be proof 
of my guilt? How long can they wait? 
Well, I can tough it out for as long as 
they can. Their inaction has reinforced 
the faint hope that still lurks in the back 
of my mind—that it’s all a mistake. 
They don't have anything on me, just a 
suspicion or two, maybe not even that. 
They’ll come for me, but I'll be released 
shortly, sent on my way with their pro¬ 
fuse apologies and best wishes. 

If I’m right, it will be over soon, no 
use in involving my wife or family. Be¬ 
sides, I don’t want to implicate them if 
my worst fears are confirmed. I will sim¬ 
ply become one of the disappeared; 
picked up for questioning and never seen 
nor heard from again. The end will come 
quickly, God willing. 

The next morning, the men are still 
there. I deliberately ignore them when I 
leave the house for work. At the office, 
it suddenly occurs to me to try a differ¬ 
ent tack: When I get home, I’ll confront 
my acccusers, get it over with. The more 
I dwell on it, the better it sounds. Pretty 
soon, I begin to get angry. Those bas¬ 
tards, sitting in that damned ugly car, 
drawing salaries I’m helping pay, harass¬ 
ing me, and making my life miserable. 
If they want me, I’m going to find out 
why and tell them a thing or two in the 
process. Damn them. 

On the train home, I brace myself for 
the upcoming battle. I practice snappy 
but firm answers to their questions and 
invent a few questions of my own. But a 
wet blanket is thrown on my fire when 
the Falcon is nowhere in sight. I should 
be happy and relieved, but I actually feel 
a bit let down. I scan the street to see if 
they have moved the car. They must 
have gone for an afternoon beer. 

As I go inside, the phone is ringing. I 
answer it, and my mother is crying wild¬ 
ly about the breakup of my marriage. A 
gray Falcon dropped the kids off at her 
apartment in Belgrano less than an hour 
ago. Mother saw Graciela in the car with 
some strange men. 

It doesn’t matter to me what my boss 
or my fellow lawyers say, I join the vigil 
anyhow. I join the mothers, fathers, and 
relatives who gather every Thursday on 
the Plaza de Mayo to protest silently the 
disappearance of members of their fam¬ 
ilies. Some of the disappeared were good, 
some bad; some innocent, some crimi¬ 
nals. But all have disappeared forever 
from the face of the earth. 
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PEOPLE 

Deaths 

CHARLES FLOYD HEGNA, a Foreign Service 
officer, was killed in Teheran last Decem¬ 
ber in the terrorist hijacking of a Kuwaiti 
airliner. He was 50. 

Mr. Hegna served with the Navy from 
1954—59. In 1963, he was graduated from 
the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee 
with a degree in business administration. 

After his graduation, Mr. Hegna 
worked for the Wisconsin Department of 
State, and later for the Northwestern Na¬ 
tional Insurance Group of Milwaukee. He 
joined AID in 1967 and was sent to Viet¬ 
nam as an auditor. Other assignments in¬ 
cluded Ghana, Morocco, Thailand, Pana¬ 
ma, and Washington. He was posted to 
Karachi, Pakistan, in October 1983, 
where he served until his death. 

Survivors include his wife, the former 
Edwina Thibodeau; three sons, Steven, 
Craig, and Paul; and a daughter, Lynn. 

WILLIAM LAURENCE STANFORD, a Foreign 
Service officer, was killed in Teheran last 
December in the terrorist hijacking of a 
Kuwaiti airliner. He was 52. 

Mr. Stanford was graduated from De 
Paul University in Chicago in 1953 with a 
bachelor’s degree in accounting. He served 
in the Marine Corps Reserve from 1953— 
55. For the next two years, he was a credit 
manager with the Procter and Gamble 
Company. He went on to become an audi¬ 
tor with Vineyard and Vineyard from 
1957-59, and with Arthur Young and 
Company from 1959—61. He joined 
AID in 1961. His assignments included 
Thailand, Panama, Greece, Turkey, 
Washington, and Pakistan, where he was 
serving at the time of his death. 

Survivors include his wife, the former 
Lorraine Patrick; two daughters, Susan 
and Patricia; and two sons, Laurence and 
Paul. 

EDWARD C. WOLTMAN JR., a Foreign Ser¬ 
vice officer, died December 6. He is sur¬ 
vived by his wife, Karin, and two daugh¬ 
ters, Rachel and Julia. 

In lieu of flowers, contributions may be 
made to American Field Service Interna- 
tional/Intercultural Program, The Bank of 
New York, 530 Fifth Avenue, New York, 

THOMAS C.M. ROBINSON, a former Foreign 
Service officer, died December 6 in Hous¬ 
ton of cancer. He was 72. 

Mr. Robinson served as agricultural at¬ 
tache in Australia, economic counselor in 
Pakistan from 1958-61, and in the Com¬ 
modities Division at the State Depart¬ 
ment. He retired in 1962. 

Upon his retirement, Mr. Robinson 
joined the World Food Program as chief of 
the Program Operations Division. He 
went on to become executive director of 
the program and served in that capacity 
until his retirement in 1977. In early 
1984, Mr. Robinson headed a United Na¬ 
tions team to evaluate emergency aid to 
Afghan refugees in Pakistan. 

Survivors include his wife, Doris Loehr 
Robinson, of Harlingen, Texas, and a 
daughter, Jill Robinson Grubb, of Hors- 
path, Oxford, Great Britain. 

Appointment 

PETER B. SWIERS, a Foreign Service officer, 
has been chosen by the Atlantic Council to 
be the first Alwyn V. Freeman Senior Fel¬ 
low. 

Birth 

A daughter, TIFFANY HOPE O’NEILL, was 
born in Nairobi, Kenya, to Josephine G. 
and Joseph P. O’Neill. Mr. O’Neill is a 
Foreign Service officer assigned to Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia. 

Marriages 

HENRY LITO DEIMEL, retired Foreign Ser¬ 
vice officer, and Vivian Fisher Cunning¬ 
ham were wed May 26 in Washington, 
D.C. 

MARY LOUISE PAGANELLI, daughter of Am¬ 
bassador and Mrs. Robert P. Paganelli, 
was married June 16 to Jay Scott Mackler 
in Poughkeepsie, New York. 

STEPHEN R. DUJACK was married to Regina 
I. Bacon at the Foreign Service Club on 
September 8. The bride is manager of the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Office for 
the headquarters and administrative sup¬ 
port center of the Defense Logistics Agen¬ 
cy. The groom is editor of the JOURNAL. 

PEOPLE records births, deaths, and achievements 

of AFSA members on a space available basis. 
Announcements should be addressed to: PEOPLE, 

Foreign Service Journal, 2101 E St., NW, 

Washington, D.C. 
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Welene Worthington Goller 

FOREIGN SERVICE REFERENCES 

FURNISHED ON REQUEST 

GOLLER REAL ESTATE, INC. 
SPRING VALLEY CENTER, SUITE 400 

480I MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, DC. 200I6 

(202) 966-6500 

“High blood pressure pills every day? 
Don’t I need them 
only now and 
then, like when 
I’m tense?” 
No! 
There's no such thing as taking care of high blood 
pressure "now and then.” The only way to control it is 
to stay on your complete program, all the time. 

High blood pressure usually has no symptoms. So 
do everything your doctor prescribes. Every day. No 
matter how you feel. 

High blood pressure. Treat it and live. 

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN FOREIGN SERVICE WOMEN 
P.O. Box 8068, Washington, D.C. 20024 

■ NEWSLETTER 
■ FORUM 
■ Monthly Meetings 
■ Scholarships 
■ Community Service 
■ Holiday Ball for Teenagers 
■ Language and Writers' Groups 
■ BOOK FAIR (Book Room, Tel. 223-5796) 
■ Housing Assistance and Information 

Room 1248, Department of State, Tel. 632-3573 

Foreign Service women, wives, or employees, active or retired, may join 
AAFSW. The annual dues are $15.00 which includes a subscription to the 
Newsletter. Send dues to Membership Chairman at address above. 
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

TAX RETURNS 

TAX PREPARATION BY AN ATTOR¬ 
NEY who is also a Foreign Service officer and 
familiar with Foreign Service problems. M. 
Bruce Hirshorn, Esquire, 4501 Arlington 
Blvd. #125, Arlington, VA 22203. 
(703)525-9519. 

CPA TAX PREPARATION, Single source 
for all tax problems; home leave and travel 
deductions. J.R. Funkey, CPA, 1700 N. 
Moore, Suite 720, Arlington, VA 22209- 
(703)524-6004. 

TAX PROBLEMS, returns and representa¬ 
tion. T.R. McCartney (ex-FS) Enrolled 
Agent, and staff. Returns now completely 
computerized. Business Data Corp., P.O. 
Box 57256, Washington, DC 20037-0256. 
(703)671-1040. INVESTMENT GUID¬ 
ANCE. 

TAX COUNSELING & GUIDANCE, any 
problem. Never any charge to AFSA mem¬ 
bers for telephone advice. R.N. “Bob” Dus- 
sell (ex-FS), enrolled to tax practice before 
U.S. Treasury Dept. At tax work since Febru¬ 
ary 1, 1938 and now staying at counsel main¬ 
ly for aid to Foreign Service and their fam¬ 
ilies. Located across from Virginia Square 
metro, 3601 N. Fairfax Dr., Arlington, VA 
22201. (703)841-0158. 

TAX PREPARATION AND FINANCIAL 
PLANNING, Single source for all your mon¬ 
ey concerns. Preparation and representation 
by Enrolled Agents, fee average $140 in¬ 
cludes return and “TAX TRAX” unique 
mini-financial planning review with recom¬ 
mendations. Full planning by CFP available. 
Specialized overseas service with taped com¬ 
munications. Complete financial network 
and personalized service. Milton E. Carb, 
E.A., FINANCIAL FORECASTS, 833 S. 
Washington St. #8, Alexandria, VA 223 14, 
(703)684-1040. METRO LOCATION, 933 
N. Kenmore St. #322, Arlington, VA 
22201, (703)841-1040. 

PROPERTY CLAIMS 

MOVING LOSS & DAMAGE CLAIMS: Pro¬ 
fessional preparation and processing of claims 
for the recovery of money due from property 
loss and damage when moved by the U.S. 
government. NO UP-FRONT MONEY. Fee 
for this service is 10% of the amount recov¬ 
ered. We get all estimates. Write or call and 
ask for one of our agents. PERSONAL 
PROPERTY CLAIMS, INC. 2000 Virginia 
Ave., McLean, VA 22101. (703)241-8787. 

INVESTMENTS 

INVESTMENTS, FINANCIAL PLAN¬ 
NING, Long Distance Management when 
necessary. Margaret M. Winkler, Legg Ma¬ 
son Wood Walker, Inc., 1747 Pennsylvania 
Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20006. 
(202)452-4033. 

FINANCIAL/ESTATE PLANNING, AS¬ 
SET MANAGEMENT: E.F. HUTTON & 
CO., INC. G. Claude Villarreal, Financial 
Management Adviser, 1825 Eye Street NW, 
Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20006. 
(202)331-2528 or (1-800)368-5811. 

IRA PLANS, TAX-FREE INCOME, stock, 
etc. Ruth G. Adler, Certified Financial Plan¬ 
ner, A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., Members 
New York Stock Exchange. 4801 Massachu¬ 
setts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20016. 
(202)364-1626. 

BOOKS 

BOOKS. First editions, rare, author-auto- 
graphed. Asia, Africa collections for Foreign 
Service libraries. Specialties: humor, true 
crime, arts. Write Ralph Crawford (FSIO re¬ 
tired), 30 NW 107th St., Miami Shores, FL. 
Phone (305)758-6480. 

IF YOU ARE LOOKING for an out-of-print 
book, perhaps I can find it. Dean Chamber¬ 
lin, FSIO-retired. Book Cellar, Freeport, ME 
04032. 

CURRENT PAPERBACKS airmailed with¬ 
in 5 days at reasonable prices. Send for 
monthly list to Circle Enterprises, Box 105 1, 
Severna Park, MD 2 1146. 

APARTMENT RENTALS 

FLORENCE, ITALY. Beautifully renovated 
furnished two-bedroom apartment in historic 
palace in center of city. Write: Cinelli, Piazza 
S. Croce 21, Florence, Italy. Phone 39-55- 
244456 or, in New York, Tomada, 
(212)534-2411. 

FARA APARTMENT RENTALS: Fully fur¬ 
nished efficiency, 1 and 2 bedroom apart¬ 
ments. One block from State Department. 
Prices from $45-70 per day, plus tax. Call 
(202)463-3910. Write FARA Housing, Rm. 
2928, Dept, of State, Washington, DC 
20520. 

HELP WANTED 

RETIRED SENIOR FSO as part-time repre¬ 
sentative for company handling highest qual¬ 
ity American products interested in sales to 
the foreign diplomatic community. Commis¬ 
sion only basis. Write with background to 
John Bacon Associates, 1403 Homeric Court, 
McLean, VA 22101. 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

PEAKE PROPERTIES LTD.: Muriel Peake, 
Broker, specializing in residential property 
management in McLean, Vienna, N. Arling¬ 
ton, etc. Caring, personal service. The 
Ashby, Suite 220B, 1350 Beverly Road, 
McLean, VA 22101. (703)448-0212. 

WASHINGTON MANAGEMENT SER¬ 
VICES: Use our TELEX service to inquire 
about professional services for the FS commu¬ 
nity serving overseas. Immediate response to 
your property management needs. Residen¬ 
tial property management is our only busi¬ 
ness. Call, write, or TELEX Mary Beth Otto, 
Washington Mangement Services, 2015 Q 
St. NW, Washington, DC 20009, (202)483- 
3830, TELEX 350136. 

REAL ESTATE 

NORTH MYRTLE BEACH. Thinking of a 
vacation or retirement home, or other invest¬ 
ment in coastal South Carolina? If so, call or 
write Bill Dozier (FSO-retired), Dozier Asso¬ 
ciates, P.O. Box 349, North Myrtle Beach, 
SC 29582. (803)249-4043. 

VIDEO 

I WILL TAPE TV programs and movies for 
you. VHS only. Free information. BRIT¬ 
TON, 8703 S.E. Jardin, Hobe Sound, FL 
33455. 

NEW RELEASES, FAVORITE FILMS, 
BEST SELLERS from the States. Available in 
VHS and Beta. Free monthly lists: Scholars 
World, Box 877, Severna Park, MD 21146. 

BRIDGE CLASSES 

ALL LEVELS. Convenient locations, days and 
evenings, games too. Contact Steven Hog- 
lund, ABCL, 1414 17th Street, NW, Wash¬ 
ington, DC 20036. (202)387-8907. 

EXCHANGE RATES 

Classified advertising in the FOREIGN EX¬ 
CHANGE is open to any person who wishes 
to reach the professional diplomatic commu¬ 
nity. The rate is 50 cents per word per inser¬ 
tion. Telephone numbers count as one word 
and zip codes are free. 
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1985 Election of AFSA officers and constituency representatives 

This Election Call, issued in ac¬ 

cordance with Article VI(1) of the 
AFSA Bylaws, constitutes formal 

notice to all AFSA members of 

the opportunity to participate in 

nominations and election of a 

new Governing Board. All of the 

Officer and Representative posi¬ 

tions listed below are for two- 
year terms beginning July 15, 

1985. 

A. Positions To Be Filled 

1. The officer positions to be 

filled in this election are: 

(a) President 

(b) Vice President 

(c) Second Vice President 

(d) Secretary 

(e) Treasurer 

2 The Constituency Repre¬ 

sentative positions to be filled in 

this election are: 

(a) State Department Repre¬ 

sentative (3 positions) 

(b) AID Representative (2 po¬ 

sitions) 

(c) USIA Representative (1 

position) 

(d) Retired Member Repre¬ 

sentative (3 positions) 

The number of representa¬ 

tives to which each constituency 

is entitled is determined by a for¬ 

mula prescribed in the AFSA By¬ 

laws, Article IV (4), authorizing 

one representative for every one 

thousand members or fraction 

thereof. The number of positions 

to be filled in this election is 

based upon the membership 
rolls as of December 31, 1984. 

B. Qualifications for Nomi¬ 

nating and Being Nominated 
1. Any AFSA member in good 

standing (i.e., a member whose 

dues are automatically deduct¬ 

ed or who has paid dues 
through February 28, 1985) may 

submit names (including his/her 

own) in nomination for any or all 

of the above-mentioned posi¬ 

tions. 

2. In order to be nominated, a 

person must likewise be a mem¬ 

ber in good standing. (The By¬ 

laws require that a ''candidate" 

must be a member through June 

30, 1985. If a member is nomi¬ 

nated who is not on automatic 

dues deduction and has paid 

dues through February 28, 

1985, but has not paid through 

June 30, 1985, that member will 

be contacted and advised that 

he or she must pay dues through 

June 30 in order to be a candi¬ 

date.) 

C. Nominations for Officer 

Positions 
Any AFSA member in good 

standing may nominate any 

member in good standing, in¬ 

cluding himself/herself, for the 

position of President, Vice Presi¬ 

dent, Second Vice President, 

Secretary, or Treasurer. No 

member may nominate more 

than one person for each posi¬ 

tion. 

D. Nominations for Con¬ 

stituency Representative Po¬ 
sitions 

Any AFSA member in good 

standing may nominate any 

member(s) in good standing, in¬ 

cluding himself/herself, for the 

position(s) of Constituency Re¬ 

presentative No member may 

nominate more than three per¬ 

sons for State Department Re¬ 

presentative, two persons for 

AID Representative, one person 

for USIA Representative, or 

three persons for Retired Mem¬ 

ber Representative. 

E. All nominations must be 

submitted in writing or by ca¬ 

ble. All written nominations must 

be addressed to First American 
Bank, 740 15th St., N.W., Wash¬ 

ington, D.C. 20005, attn: Lock- 

box Department. To be valid, 

they must, without exception, be 

received at this address no later 
than 4.30 p.m., March 8, 1985. 

Members overseas can send 
“AFSA Channel" cables marked 

for delivery to AFSA Elections 

Committee. They must be re¬ 

ceived in the Department's 

Communication Center within 

the same time limits. Alternative¬ 

ly, nominations can be hand-de¬ 

livered to a Committee member 

who will be in the AFSA office, 

Room 3646, Department of 

State, from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 

p.m. on March 8. 

F. Nominations may be sub¬ 

mitted individually or in slates. 

Slate designations will be ac¬ 

cordingly shown on the ballot. 

G. No member may appear 

on the ballot as a candidate for 

more than one position. 
H. An authorized represen¬ 

tative of the Elections Com¬ 

mittee will communicate with 

each nominee (including 
members who nominate them¬ 

selves) as quickly as possible 
after the receipt of each nomi¬ 

nation to determine whether 

the nominee wishes to be a 

candidate. Any member who so 

accepts the nomination must 

confirm his/her acceptance in 

writing addressed to First Ameri¬ 

can Bank, 740 15th Street, N.W., 

Washington, D C. 20005, attn: 

Lockbox Department, to be re¬ 

ceived no later than 12 noon, 

March 12, 1985. Alternatively, 

the written acceptance can be 

hand-delivered to a Committee 

member who will be in the AFSA 

office. Room 3646, Department 

of State, from 11 a.m. to 12 noon 

on March 12. Members over¬ 

seas can send an "AFSA Chan¬ 

nel" message accepting nomi¬ 

nation which must be received 

by the Elections Committee by 

the same time. Any nominee 

whose written acceptance of 

nomination has not been re¬ 

ceived by the Elections Commit¬ 

tee by 12 noon, March 12,1985, 

will be considered to have de¬ 

clined candidacy. 

I. In accordance with in¬ 
structions which will be is¬ 

sued by the Elections Commit¬ 

tee on or before March 1,1985, 
and distributed as promptly as 

possible, all candidates nomi¬ 
nated under the procedure 

outlined above will be given 

the opportunity to submit brief 
biographies of no more than 

150 words for distribution to 
AFSA members in the April 1985 

issue of the FOREIGN SERVICE JOUR¬ 

NAL and/or ASSOCIATION NEWS as 

prescribed in the AFSA Bylaws, 

Article Vl(4). All candidates will 

be given further opportunity to 

distribute campaign statements 

to the AFSA members in the May 

1985 issue of the FOREIGN SER¬ 

VICE JOURNAL and/or ASSOCIATION 

NEWS. These statements must 

be in the hands of the Commit¬ 

tee by 12 noon on March 15 and 

April 5 respectively. 

J. The AFSA Bylaws provide 

that should candidates wish to 

mail supplementary state¬ 

ments to the membership, the 

Association will make available 

to them on request, and at their 

expense, the membership mail¬ 

ing list or address labels. Further 

details on this and such other 
services that the Elections Com¬ 

mittee may be in a position to 

provide candidates will be in¬ 

cluded in "Instructions to Candi¬ 

dates," to be issued by the Elec¬ 

tions Committee not later than 

March 1, 1985. 

K. Ballots 

The ballot will be distributed 

on or about May 15, 1985, to 

each person who is a member 

on April 30, 1985. Each member 

may cast one vote for each Offi¬ 

cer position and in addition one 

vote for each Representative po¬ 

sition in the member's own con¬ 

stituency by voting for candi¬ 

dates listed on the official ballot, 
or by writing in the name(s) of 

member(s) eligible as of June 

30,1985, or by both. To be valid, 

a ballot must be received by the 

Elections Committee no later 

than 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, June 

30, 1985, at the address indicat¬ 

ed on the envelope accompany¬ 

ing the ballot. More detailed 

balloting instructions will ac¬ 

company the ballots. 

L. Tally of Ballots 
On or about July 1, 1985, the 

Elections Committee will count 

the ballots and declare elected 

the candidate receiving the 

greatest number of votes for 
each position. Candidates or 

their representatives may be 

present at the counting and 

challenge the validity of any vote 

or the eligibility of any voter. The 

Committee will inform candi¬ 

dates individually of the election 

results by the swiftest possible 

means, and will publish the 

names of all elected candidates 
in the September issue of the 

FOREIGN SERVICE JOURNAL. The 

elected candidates will take of¬ 

fice on July 15, 1985, as pro¬ 

vided in the Bylaws. 

M. Questions, Suggestions, 

or Complaints 

At any time following publica¬ 

tion of this Election Call through 

September 15. 1985, any mem¬ 

ber may file a written question, 

suggestion, or complaint con¬ 

cerning the conduct of the 1985 

election. Such question, sug¬ 

gestion, or complaint would be 

addressed to First American 

Bank, 740 15th Street, N.W., 

Washington, D.C. 20005, attn: 

Lockbox Department. 
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ASSOCIATION NEWS 
AFSA officers decry Iran tragedy 

AFSA President Dennis K. Hays and Second Vice President Charlotte 
Cromer being interviewed lor WJLA-TV News in Washington about 
the killing of AID officers William Stanford and Charles Hegna by 
terrorists in Teheran last December. “We go where we are told,” said 
Cromer, an AID officer, but she stressed a need for protection. 

Shipment of foreign-made, 
foreign-purchased vehicles 

AFSA scores 
victory on open 
assignments 

Using the threat of an unfair la¬ 
bor practice charge, the Associ¬ 
ation was able to persuade the 
State Department to adhere to a 
strict interpretation of an agree¬ 
ment made earlier on open as¬ 
signments, The provision in 
question concerned employees' 
being "identified" for hardship 
posts. Under the accord finally 
reached, employees who have 
served in any differential post in 
the past eight years will not be 
identified at the beginning of the 
open assignment cycle—as the 
original agreement had speci¬ 
fied 

The dispute began when the 
department began making iden¬ 
tified assignments last Novem¬ 
ber 16. despite the fact that the 
open assignment agreement 
mandates a starting date of De¬ 
cember 1. This did not give bu¬ 
reaus sufficient time to under¬ 
take the careful review of 
positions and candidates called 
for in the agreement. At the 
same time, management decid¬ 
ed that 10-percent differential 
posts would not count, despite 
the agreement's use of the inclu¬ 

sive term "hardship post." 
When AFSA threatened suit, 

the department relented. The 
new agreement permits State to 
meet its assignment needs but 
also requires that career devel¬ 
opment and individual prefer¬ 
ences be considered. Addition¬ 
ally, if an employee has not 
served at a hardship post but 
has bid on hardship positions, 
his or her bids will be given full 
consideration, while those who 
have not so bid may be identi¬ 
fied. 

"We are well aware that the 
strength and the uniqueness of 
the Foreign Service flow from 
our willingness—and the public 
perception—to carry out our du¬ 
ties under all circumstances," 
said AFSA President Dennis K. 
Flays. “Toward this end, we 
have repeatedly sought to de¬ 
velop new ways to encourage 
good employees to take difficult 
assignments." Hays said that 
service discipline can still ac¬ 
commodate a fair sharing of 
hardship assignments. He not¬ 
ed in addition that management 
might have more success in en¬ 
couraging employees to volun¬ 
teer for hardship posts if it 
worked to implement the special 
incentive differential passed in 
the Foreign Service Act five 
years ago. 

One of the least known Foreign 
Service allowances is the au¬ 
thority to ship a foreign-made, 
foreign-purchased, privately 
owned vehicle to the United 
States. Approximately half of the 
posts in the Foreign Service are 
on the list of those whose per¬ 
sonnel are authorized to ship 
these vehicles at government 
expense. Personnel at all other 
posts would have to ship them at 
their own expense if they want to 
use them in the United States. 

The procedure for getting on 
the approved list is simple. The 
chief of mission sends a cable 
to the State Department (OPR/ 
STP) stating that it is diffi¬ 
cult to maintain spare parts for 
American vehicles in the city 
concerned due to a shortage or 

Authorized 
ARA Sao Paulo 

Bridgetown 
Martinique 

EUR Brussels 
Oslo 
Paris 
London 

EAP Bangkok 
Jakarta 
Hong Kong 

NEA Karachi 
Rabat 
Tunis 

AF Pretoria 
Brazzaville 
Maseru 
Nairobi 

a lack of trained mechanics. Full 
details are contained in 6 FAM 
165.9. Earlier this year, AFSA 
pointed out to several overseas 
chapters that their posts were 
not on the list despite the situa¬ 
tion there. At least five posts to 
date have been approved as a 
result of subsequent action by 
the chapters. 

Many other posts may qualify 
by the above criteria. This is es¬ 
pecially true in countries that 
drive on the left. The following is 
a representative sample of au¬ 
thorized and non-authorized 
posts: 

If you believe your post quali¬ 
fies, we urge you to discuss the 
matter with your administrative 
officer and ambassador. AFSA 
is ready to lend assistance. 

Not Authorized 
Asuncion 
Belize 
Grenada 
The Hague 
Helsinki 
Rome 
Athens 
Vientiane 
Wellington 
Tokyo 
Damascus 
Beirut 
Alexandria 
Johannesburg 
Kinshasa 
Gaborone 
Victoria, Mahe 

JOURNAL’S 60th observed by State 

The 60th anniversary of the JOURNAL was commemorated in Novem¬ 
ber by the State Department Library, which assembled an exhibition 
of articles and memorabilia showing the magazine’s publishing 
achievements. 
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From the Director’s Desk  
Legislative Action: How You Can Help Fight Retirement Cuts 

By LYNNE IGLITZIN, AFSA Executive Director 

As we all know, when the new 

Congress convened in January, 

an open season began on the 

entire system of federal employ¬ 

ee benefits as the result of the 

record deficits facing the nation. 

Talk of five-percent pay cuts and 

massive layoffs made head¬ 

lines. Of course, none of this was 

really new—federal employees 

have been all too aware of 

threats to the system of person¬ 

nel benefits for some time now 

In response, AFSA created a 

special congressional liaison 

position several years ago to 

help us monitor the entire sys¬ 

tem of Foreign Service benefits 

and allowances and to help 

AFSA do what it could to resist 

attacks on the system. AFSA de¬ 

cided on a two-pronged strate¬ 

gy: join with other federal em¬ 

ployee unions to fight the broad 

measures being considered 

and work to distinguish the 

unique needs of the Foreign Ser¬ 

vice that call for special consid¬ 

eration. 

Donations for the new Legisla¬ 
tive Action Fund drive have al¬ 

ready started to arrive, even be¬ 

fore a letter from the president 

soliciting funds was mailed to 

the membership late last month. 

Donations to the fund are tax de¬ 

ductible and help support AF- 

SA's lobbying efforts on Capitol 

Hill to fight proposed cuts in the 

Foreign Service system of bene¬ 

fits and allowances. For a further 

explanation of the fund, see 

"From the Director's Desk" else¬ 

where on this page. 

Persons who donate to the 

fund are listed in this space, un¬ 

less they wish to remain anony¬ 

mous. Checks should be made 

payable to Legislative Action 

Fund and mailed to AFSA at 

2101 E Street NW, Washington, 

D.C. 20037. 

The AFSA strategy has met 
with some success despite the 

pressures to cut federal spend¬ 

ing in this area. Robert Beers, 

AFSA’s congressional liaison of¬ 

ficer and a registered lobbyist, 

maintains continual contact with 

key legislators, committees, and 

staffers, thus making AFSA's po¬ 

sitions known to the Congress 

and keeping the Association in¬ 

formed on latest developments. 

In the face of renewed attacks 

on the retirement system, with 

forces from both within and with¬ 

out the government lining up in 

alliance, a strong AFSA con¬ 

gressional presence is more vi¬ 

tal than ever. 

The costs of such an effort 

have been steadily increasing 

as the pressures on retirement 

and other benefits have been 

steadily mounting. AFSA has 

paid for this by supplementing 
our strained operations budget 

with members' contributions. 

The Legislative Action Fund, set 

up 18 months ago for this pur- 

Below is a list of donations' 

from December 1 to January 8. 

Sara L. Andren 
Joseph F. Aronhime 
J.L Bevis 
Clark H. Billings 
Robert B. Black 
Lois Clark 
Anthony A. Funicello 
Julia De M. Gatewood 
David I. Hitchcock Jr, 
Margaret Al Homsen 
Gerald Huchel 
Mr & Mrs. T P. Killough 
Gifford D. Malone 
Edward E. Masters 
Ralph C. Meima Jr. 
Martha Dewitt Nakajima 
T.J. O'Hare 
James R. Parker 
John A. Patterson 
Dale B. Pfeiffer 
Lyle R. Piepenburg 
Mr & Mrs P J Walls 
Julia Welch 
Wendell W. Woodbury 
Roderick M. Wright 

pose, has received tax-deduct¬ 

ible donations totaling $35,000 

from nearly 700 members. That 

means about one in ten of you 
contributed—an impressive per¬ 

centage. But that money is now 

exhausted. As the new round of 

attacks begins, we once again 

find it necessary to appeal for 

your assistance. 

We need your support to help 

AFSA make your views known 

where they count most, in the 

Congress. We need your sup¬ 

port to help AFSA cover special 

costs, such as dispatching ac¬ 

tion messages to our members 

in key congressional districts. 

And we need your support to 

help AFSA participate with the 

other unions that represent fed¬ 

eral employees. 

Club banquets: 
an extra benefit 
for members 
Most members have eaten lunch 
in the Dining Room or the prix- 

fixe buffet in the Bar & Lounge at 

the Foreign Service Club. Many 

probably don't realize, however, 
that they may hold events from 

intimate dinners for a few close 

friends to receptions, lunch¬ 

eons, seminars, and weddings 
or bar mitzvahs with 250 guests 

in the club's several newly refur¬ 

bished banquet rooms. 

Barbara Hughes, the club’s 

banquet manager, recently 

showed us some of the mail she 

has been receiving from mem¬ 

bers who held events at the 

club. Here is a sampling: 

"We held my son’s bar mitzvah 

reception at the Foreign Service 

Club. From the moment it began 

to the moment it ended, it was an 

unadulterated delight. The ser¬ 

vice was warm, gracious, and 

efficient. The food was both well- 

presented and well-cooked. The 

entire staff seemed to know just 

Need I point out that your con¬ 

tribution, in addition to being de¬ 

ductible, works to your benefit? 

You will be joining with hundreds 

of your colleagues in an effort to 

preserve the Foreign Service 

compensation system, which 

depends on an entire package 

of benefits that recognizes the 

unique and hazardous nature of 

your career. Won't you join 

them? 

Contributions, which are tax de¬ 

ductible, should be made to the 

Legislative Action Fund and 

mailed to AFSA at 2101 E Street 

NW. Washington, D.C. 20037. 

Unless you choose to remain 

anonymous, your name will be 

published in this section as a 

contributor to the LAF along with 

your colleagues. 

how important this evening was 

to us and went out of their way to 

make the affair intimate, relaxed, 

and efficient. Several said that if 

this was the quality service one 

gets at a private club, it is not 

hard to see why people join.” 

"The feedback we have re¬ 

ceived from those who attended 
our reception has been enthusi¬ 

astically positive: for many of 
them, the reception was a high¬ 

light of our meeting. The friendly 
manner and highly efficient ser¬ 

vice impressed us all. At a time 

when service is usually harried 

and abrupt, it was indeed a 
pleasure to find smiles and sin¬ 

cere warmth and care." 

“Thank you for helping make our 

conference a success. The tim¬ 

ing and room arrangements 

were perfect. Your cooperative¬ 

ness with the extra details was 

greatly appreciated. I would cer¬ 

tainly recommend the use of the 

Foreign Service Club 

Why not hold your next event 

at the club? Call Barbara 

Hughes at (202) 338-5730. 

Donations start to pour in 
as new LAF drive gets underway 
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Toon says Foreign Service 
is loyal but must demonstrate it 

“How do we stop this hemor¬ 
rhaging of the lifeblood of the 
Service?" asked former Ambas¬ 
sador to Moscow Malcolm Toon, 
commenting on the increasing 
politicization of the Foreign Ser¬ 
vice and the Service’s height¬ 
ened inability to recruit the best 
people. Toon's remarks came 
before an audience of 60 at the 
Foreign Service Club on Decem¬ 
ber 6 in the second of AFSA's 
new "Viewpoint" luncheon dis¬ 
cussion series. 

Many in government contend, 
said Toon, that the Service can¬ 
not be trusted, and this attitude 
has created an atmosphere of 
politicization and suspicion 
"much to the disadvantage of 
the country and the Service it¬ 
self." The Heritage Foundation 
has counseled in its new report 
against the use of the Service in 
foreign policymaking, for in¬ 
stance, helping to lower morale 
and making it difficult to attract 
and keep good people. Toon 
cited as an example his obser¬ 
vation that very few of the gradu¬ 
ating class from the Fletcher 
School last year opted for the 
Foreign Service. 

It is possible, Toon stated, for" 
the Foreign Service to serve 
successive administrations loy¬ 
ally even when their views vary 
radically. It is up to the Service 
itself, however, to preserve the 
ideal of loyalty and trustworthi¬ 
ness. If career officers do not 
want to see themselves re¬ 
placed by a legion of political 
appointees, the adherence of 
the Service to this ideal “should 
be promoted more vigorously 
and vocally" by senior officers, 
both active and retired. The dan¬ 
gers of the current course of po¬ 
liticization and distrust must be 
brought home to the public and 
the Congress. Although Toon 
acknowledged that the Service 
has no monopoly on wisdom 
and there is a need for talent 
from the outside, he empha¬ 
sized that “we are arguing for 
competence." 

Toon offered three sugges¬ 
tions on how to maintain a viable 
Service. AFSA, he said, should 
continue to speak out on the in¬ 
creasing politicization and im¬ 
pugning of the Service's integri¬ 

ty. Senior officers can help by 
fighting for their views as policy 
is being formulated, but then fol¬ 
lowing it once it's made regard¬ 
less of their opinion. Finally, offi¬ 
cers who are unable to maintain 
this discipline in good con¬ 
science, or whose views on ex¬ 
cessive politicization are ig¬ 
nored. should resign If the issue 
is significant enough and they 
fee! their views have not re¬ 
ceived a proper hearing, Toon 
added, these officers should 
"slam the door as they go out." 

The American Academy of Di¬ 
plomacy, of which Toon is a 
member, is working to resolve 
the issue of appointment for 
competence as opposed to po¬ 
litical reasons. The academy 
has proposed creating a review 
panel for ambassadors that 
would provide a "crutch" for the 
president and the Senate For¬ 
eign Relations Committee. The 
committee, said Toon, has been 
"singularly lacking in guts as far 
back as I can remember." With 
such a panel, Toon said, a presi¬ 
dent could tell friends and back¬ 
ers that, although he would like 
to give them an ambassador¬ 
ship, the review panel makes it 
impossible. The panel would en¬ 
sure some degree of experience 
and continuity in diplomatic rela¬ 
tions and help to avoid the 
“egregious mistakes that seem 
to be the hallmark of American 
diplomacy." Toon hopes that im¬ 
plementation of some of these 
suggestions might help to allevi¬ 
ate the deepseated and unwar¬ 
ranted bias against profession¬ 
als by administrations who often 
do not even seek their views. 

—Nancy Bartels 

Silberman disparages Service’s 
claims to representativeness 

You can’t have it both ways." 
That was the diagnosis of for¬ 
mer Ambassador to Yugoslavia 
Laurence Silberman, who said 
the most significant reason for 
the decline in influence and ef¬ 
fectiveness of the Foreign Ser¬ 
vice in recent years is the desire 
of its members to play an active 
role in policy formulation while 
retaining the privileges of a neu¬ 
tral body, Silberman kicked off 
AFSA's "Viewpoint" discussion 
series, speaking to an audience 
of Foreign Service employees 
on November 15 at the Foreign 
Service Club. 

A political appointee in the 
Ford administration, Silberman 
said that the formulation of for¬ 
eign policy in the United States 
is no different than the making of 
domestic policy and therefore is 
the responsibility of elected offi¬ 
cials and their agents. The For¬ 
eign Service, on the other hand, 
exists to advise on policy and 
then to execute it. The confusion 
in the Service between this sub¬ 
ordinate role and that of policy¬ 
making, he said, has resulted in 
the overall ineffectiveness of the 
Service and the State Depart¬ 
ment. 

"It is almost outrageous to 
suggest that the Foreign Service 
represents the nation as a whole 
in policymaking," Silberman 
continued. Because the Service 
has “no political legitimacy," its 
job should be only to argUe its 
point at the time the policy is for¬ 
mulated and, once decided 
upon, to carry out that policy, re¬ 
gardless of any officer’s own 
views. Unfortunately, many offi¬ 
cers believe that the Service 
does have a special role in the 

formulation of foreign policy. For 
example, says Silberman, ca¬ 
reer ambassadors claim both to 
be neutral and to have political 
authority. "You pay your money 
and you take your choice," he 
said. It is damaging and coun¬ 
terproductive for the Service to 
suggest it has any representa¬ 
tive authority The Foreign Ser¬ 
vice does not have legitimacy in 
policymaking and by making 
claims of legitimacy, it destroys 
its neutrality. 

Silberman said he cares very 
much about the morale of the 
Service and admitted that, in 
some areas, like language skills, 
career officers have the advan¬ 
tage over political appointees. 
But, in terms of loyalty to policy 
once it has been made, "my 
view is the Service has been 
very bad." This is proven by the 
distrust every president since 
Franklin Roosevelt has had for 
the Service. In fact, he said, this 
disloyalty and distrust have 
diminished both the public's 
view of the Service and the Ser¬ 
vice's effectiveness If presi¬ 
dents viewed the Service as 
more loyal, they might be more 
willing to listen to its advice. 

Perhaps, Silberman suggest¬ 
ed, the Service could take a les¬ 
son from the Office of Manage¬ 
ment and Budget, which has 
proven itself highly disciplined 
and capable of shifting in a mat¬ 
ter of days to a diametrically op¬ 
posite policy when a new admin¬ 
istration comes to power. The 
effect has been to make OMB 
more influential and powerful. 
“My idea would be to reduce the 
number of political appointees 
and have a very loyal Foreign 
Service," Silberman concluded. 

That loyalty would be en¬ 
hanced if career officers were to 
resign from the Service after tak¬ 
ing high-level jobs gained as a 
result of closeness to the presi¬ 
dent or other top officials. If this 
were routine, the credibility of in¬ 
dividual officers who must de¬ 
fend widely varying policies 
from one administration to the 
next would be preserved "abso¬ 
lutely...but only if you have a tra¬ 
dition of absolute neutrality and 
great discipline." 

—Nancy Bartels 
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Clarification 
on home leave 
eligibility 

Problems are similar worldwide. 
Hays tells Canadian officers 

THE ASSOCIATION NEWS 

Tlie official newsletter of the* Arneri- 
•pOC Foreign Spruce Association, the 
professional association for ffie, For¬ 
eign Service and me legal represen¬ 
tative of all Foreign Service employ¬ 
ees in t|ja:j Department of State and 
'the Agency taf international Devel¬ 
opment. Founded In 1924 

It recently came to our attention 

that the State Department is not 

home correctly recalculating 

leave eligibility dates in in¬ 

stances where service at an 

overseas post is delayed be¬ 

cause of leave taken in the Unit¬ 

ed States, Under the regula¬ 

tions, such leave periods—i.e., 

annual or sick leave—must be 

added to the eligibility date. 

Travel time outside the United 

States, however, is not added. 

For more details, members 

should review 3 FAM 452.2. 

President. 
Dennis K, Hays 

State StandingtCarnmittee 
Anthea S. de Rouvllle 

AID Standing Committee 
Charlotte Cromer 

' U5IA 5-arding Committee; 
Richard Arndt 

Corrm'ttoe gg Education AFSA President Dennis K. Hays addressing 250 members of Can¬ 
ada’s Professional Association of Foreign Service Officers in Ottawa 
last year on issues of common concern. Terrorism In particular con¬ 
cerns diplomats of all nations, said Hays. 

i : InsurdnceTrustees 
Hugh Wolff 

Communications Committee 
Dennis K. Hays 

Program, Committee 
Thomas Bleha 

Electrons Committee 
Morris Welsz 

Awards Cbfpjriittee, 
David Simcox 

when secretary Supajee Lap- 

charoen leaves to return to Thai- 

manner, flexibility, and a famil¬ 
iarity with word processing. 

Knowledge of the Foreign Ser¬ 

vice and the foreign affairs 

agencies is helpful. Salary will 
be in the mid-teens. For informa¬ 

tion and further details, phone 

Wanda Dykhuis at (202) 338- 

4045. AFSA is an equal opportu- 

AFSA seeks 
new secretary/ 
receptionist 
AFSA is looking for a new secre¬ 

tary/receptionist for its offices in 

the headquarters building at 

2101 E Street NW. The position 

will become vacant shortly, 

The position involves a variety 

of duties in support of the Asso¬ 

ciation’s administrative func¬ 

tions, and the secretary reports 

directly to the executive director. 

Essential skills include typing 

(65 wpm), a pleasant telephone 

AFSA 
2101 E St. NW 

Washington, D.C. 20037 
(202) 338-4045 

Life & Love in the Foreign Service 

Winners of the monthly LIFE & 

LOVE contest receive a certificate 
for a free lunch for two at the For- 

Service Club Flonorable 

Mail entries to: COMPETITION 

eign 

mentions receive a free carafe of 
2101 E Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

wine. 

We’re dreaming of the neat places 
Just like the ones that used to be, 
Where the water’s pure and 
Your daughter’s cure is two asp’rin, 
Maybe only three. 
Still dreamin’ of those nice places, 
With every sewer that we smell! 
Where the thugs don’t have trop de zele, 
And where di-plo-ma-CEE is live and well! 
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Managing Your Money 
The Alternative Minimum Tax 

Mark S. Waldman, Investment Adviser 

The Alternative Minimum Tax is 
a 20-percent flat-rate levy on 
personal income. It's calculated 
at a lower rate than your regular 
tax but is applied to a larger 
base. If the AMT works out to be 
higher than your regular tax, you 
must pay the AMT. Obviously, 
this new tax brings with it a vari¬ 
ety of problems and opportuni¬ 
ties for investors. Let's look at 
some examples. 

Peter and Elena, an FSO cou¬ 
ple in their 50s, have a problem. 
Their combined salaries total 
$90,000, and their investment in¬ 
come is $25,000. They are in a 
high tax bracket, and because 
they are concerned with their tax 
burden, they’ve just sold a large 
block of stock and purchased 
some tax shelters. They took a 
large long-term capital gain on 
the stock but expect the tax sav¬ 
ings from the shelters to offset 
any increase in their liability. 

Peter and Elena chose their 
shelters carefully, sticking to 
publicly registered investments 
and general partners with many 
years of experience and strong 
track records. Each shelter they 
purchased is an excellent in¬ 
vestment. They did not, howev¬ 
er, take the AMT into account 
when they made these deci¬ 
sions. 

The IRS designed the AMT to 
hit taxpayers who take too great 
an advantage of legal tax 
breaks. Peter and Elena didn't 
do it deliberately; all they want¬ 
ed was to pay the minimum re¬ 
quired by law. Nevertheless, 
they will be subjected to the 
AMT. The couple invested in a 
real estate limited partnership, 
an oil and gas drilling partner¬ 
ship, and an equipment leasing 
limited partnership. These in¬ 
vestments provide investment 
tax credit (ITC), depreciation de¬ 
ductions, intangible drilling cost 
deductions, and depletion 
allowance. Peter and Elena have 
chosen good investments—they 
are high-quality shelters—but 
they've overdone it and generat¬ 
ed too many "preference items,” 

or items that might trigger the 
AMT. The diagram below and 
the discussion that follows will 
help explain their predicament. 

Peter and Elena first calculate 
their AMT using Form 6251. 
They take their Adjusted Gross 
Income and add to it their prefer¬ 
ence items. These include the 
following: the excluded part (60 
percent) of long term capital 
gains, depreciation taken on 
owned or leased real property in 
excess of straight line, exclu¬ 
sions of dividends or interest, 
depletion, intangible drilling 
costs in excess of net oil and gas 
income, incentive stock options, 
amortization of pollution control 
facilities, mining and exploration 
costs, circulation and research 
and experimental expenditures, 
and reserves for losses on bad 
debts of financial institutions. 

From this total they subtract 
the following deductions; medi¬ 
cal expenses in excess of 10 
percent of adjusted gross in¬ 
come, qualified housing inter¬ 
est, charitable contributions, 
other interest to the extent of 
qualified net investment income, 
casualty losses in excess of 10 
percent of adjusted gross, wa¬ 
gering losses, and deductions 
for estate taxes paid on a dece¬ 
dent's income. Then they ex¬ 
clude $40,000 as a married cou¬ 
ple filing jointly ($20,000 each if 
filing separately, $30,000 if sin¬ 
gle). Their AMT is 20 percent of 
the remaining sum. Let's sup¬ 
pose it’s $30,000 in Peter and 
Elena’s case. 

Now they calculate their tax 
the regular way, using Form 
1040 and the tax tables. Let’s 
suppose that their tax this way is 
$34,000. Since they must pay 
the larger of the two figures, the 
AMT does not seem to be a 
threat to them. But wait—they 
have investment tax credits from 
their investments, which total 
$8000. These lower their regular 
tax by that amount, to $26,000. 
Investment tax credits do not 
apply to the AMT. Now they have 
a problem, because the AMT is 

larger. 
Here's what happens. Peter 

and Elena must pay their tax, fig¬ 
ured the regular way, of 
$26,000. But they must also pay 
the difference between this fig¬ 
ure and the AMT, or an extra 
$4000. The AMT has increased 
their tax obligation by 15 per¬ 
cent. But what about the part of 
the investment tax credit that 
was “consumed" by the AMT? 
Do Peter and Elena lose its 
benefit? No—they can file 
amended returns and carry it 
back to 1981, 1982, and 1983 
and then, if unused, forward for 
up to 15 years. They will eventu¬ 
ally get all the benefit of their 
credit. 

Because the AMT has hit Pe¬ 
ter and Elena with a 20-percent 
tax, it has reduced the value of 
their shelters. These invest¬ 
ments are now sheltering 20 
cents on the dollar rather than 
the 50 cents of their high initial 
marginal tax rate. This makes 
the shelters less attractive in¬ 
vestments despite their high 
quality and expected good per¬ 
formance. It's a case of too 
much of a good thing. Once the 
AMT is triggered, all a shelter 
can do is further reduce the reg¬ 
ular tax and add preference 
items. 

What can our couple do? One 
thing is to try to shift income into 
this year, so it will be taxed at the 
low 20 percent flat rate. Another 
is to try to reduce some itemized 
deductions, like large state and 
local tax payments, by shifting 
them into the next year. The 
most important thing they can 
do, of course, is to plan each 
major investment decision with 
an eye on the AMT implications. 

Each time they consider 
buying a tax-advantaged invest¬ 
ment, they or their financial ad¬ 
viser should calculate the im¬ 
pact on the AMT. They should 
be particularly wary during any 
year in which they have a large 
long term capital gain. They 
should make sure their financial 
adviser or accountant under¬ 
stands the AMT and how it 
works: 

A tax-advantaged investment 
can have a very positive impact 
on your tax liability and should 
be a good investment on eco¬ 
nomic grounds. Tax credits, de¬ 
preciation allowances, intangi¬ 
ble drilling cost deductions, and 
depletion allowances can sig¬ 
nificantly—and legally—reduce 
what you have to pay the gov¬ 
ernment. But now, more than 
ever before, you must use these 
investments wisely. It’s not 
enough to find a good invest¬ 
ment. You must know when and 
to what extent you should invest. 

Mark S. Waldman, Ph D., is an 
ex-FSO and an investment ad¬ 
viser with Wealth Management 
Consultants, Ltd., a local regis¬ 
tered investment advisory firm. 
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RETREMENT NEWS 
Retiree Roush (left) In Africa. 

For retiree James Roush, 
peace is a full-time job 

Jubilee 
Members 
announced 

We now have confirmed the 

names of 47 Jubilee Members— 

those with 50 years or more 
standing. Some candidates have 

not yet responded to our inquir¬ 

ies, but we hope to have the ros¬ 

ter complete in the near future. 

By vote of the Governing Board, 

Jubilee Members who are not al¬ 

ready life members have been 

granted honorary life member¬ 

ships. This step was taken in 

greatful recognition of their dis¬ 

tinguished service and loyalty to 

the organization over the span of 

a half century. 

Garret G. Ackerson Jr. 
Jacob Beam 
Willard L. Beaulac 
William F. Busser 
James G. Byington 
Albert E. Clattenburg, Jr. 
Montgomery H. Colladay 
Donald C. Dunham 
Howard Elting Jr. 
Cyrus B. Follmer 
Hugh S, Fullerton 
Daniel Gaudin 
Charles M. Gerrity 
Claude H. Hall Jr. 
Carl 0. Hawthorne 
Loy Henderson 
Heyward G. Hill 
U. Alexis Johnson 
Gerald G. Jones 
J. Wesley Jones 
Reginald S. Kazanjian 
George F. Kennan 
David M. Key 
Chester H. Kimrey 
Foy Kohler 
E. Allan Lightner 
Cecil B. Lyon 
Douglas MacArthur II 
John H. Madonne 
Thomas J. Maleady 
Robert G, McGregor 
Sheldon T. Mills 
Bolard More 
William D. Moreland 
John J. Muccio 
Marselis C. Parsons 
James K. Penfield 
John C. Pool 
R. Borden Reams 
Arthur L. Richards 
Albert W. Scott 
John S, Sen/ice 
Tyler Thompson 
William C. Trimble 
Henry S. Villard 
Gerald Warner 
T. Eliot Weil 
Clifton R. Wharton 
John R. Wood 
Robert F. Woodward 
Kenneth J. Yearns 

James Roush is a Foreign Ser¬ 

vice retiree from AID who hasn’t 

stopped working—for the agen¬ 

cy as a consultant, and in for¬ 

eign affairs educational activi¬ 

ties with the Great Decisions 

Program as well as through his 

Foundation for P.E.A.C.E. The 

foundation, whose acronym 

stands for Peaceful Environment 

Among Communities Every¬ 

where, was established in 1979 
to promote community and inter¬ 

national peace through im¬ 

proved communications and the 

use of conflict resolution. 

Since his retirement in 1978, 
Roush has been called on sev¬ 

eral times by the agency to head 

high-level educational and as¬ 

sessment teams. In 1983, for in¬ 

stance, he led a five-person 
team contracted to evaluate the 

management of AID-financed 
disaster recovery activities in 

Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru that 

were meant to mitigate the El 

Nino-related disasters in those 

countries. Before that, he head¬ 

ed another five-person team that 

designed a primary education 

construction program in Equa¬ 

torial Guinea as part of an AID- 

financed contract. 

This is the first in a series of arti¬ 

cles on Foreign Service retirees 

who are putting their expertise to 

use in second careers. Persons 

who have a story to tell—theirs 

or others'—should contact the 

JOURNAL editor. 

Because of his consulting ac¬ 

tivity, Roush has had little time 

lately for the foundation, but he 

has still participated in the Great 

Decisions program, run by the 

Foreign Policy Association. 

Great Decisions sponsors grass 

roots discussion groups that re¬ 

view at least eight international 

issues each winter, collects bal¬ 

lots on the issues from the par¬ 

ticipants (more than 150,000 last 
year), and provides a summary 

of the results to the president, 

the secretary of state, and the 

Congress. Roush led discus- 

Date changed 
on annuity 
checks 
A number of AFSA’s retired 

members have expressed alarm 
over a letter they received from 

the State Department late last 

November announcing that their 

December 1984 retirement an¬ 

nuity checks, incorporating the 

3.5-percent cost-of-living ad¬ 

justment, would be dated Janu¬ 
ary 2, 1985 instead of a late-De- 

cember date. Some interpreted 

this to mean that the government 

would be skipping one month’s 

annuity payment, which would 

be forever lost to them. 

Actually, the net effect of this 

action, mandated by the Deficit 

Reduction Act of 1984, is not as 

sions on "U.S. National Security 

and World Peace" before eight 

of the groups. “I was disturbed 

to find that there was little dis¬ 

cussion of peace,” he says. 

"Rather, the focus was on na¬ 

tional security issues." Roush 

maintains that only peace will 
bring national security, not the 

opposite. Fie believes that “the 

focus on national security is 
leading to arms races and pre¬ 

venting people from seeing that 

there are possibilities for initia¬ 

tives that could build a founda¬ 

tion for peace with security.” 

Roush's commitment to peace 

activities have led him to start a 

more ambitious project—the 

publication of a magazine. The 

first issue of Peace in Action 

should be out early this year. It is 

intended to serve as a forum for 

the exchange of ideas for peace 

initiatives and sharing of exper¬ 

iences in using conflict-resolu¬ 
tion techniques to solve relation¬ 

ship problems at all levels of 

society. Roush believes that 

"people will be more willing to 

support peace initiatives when 

they see that conflict-resolution 

techiques are effective.” Roush 

is seeking articles for the publi¬ 

cation (he can be contacted at 

PO Box 244, Arlington, Virginia 

22210). 

bad as it first appears. It simply 

means that henceforth, monthly 

annuity payments will be re¬ 

ceived a few days later than in 

the past, and that retirees' W-2 

tax withholding forms for calen¬ 

dar year 1984 will reflect only 11 

payments instead of 12. 

Congress's reason for having 

done this, of course, was to re¬ 

duce fiscal year 1985 budget 

expenditures by the amount of 

one month's retirement pay¬ 

ments, thereby making the over¬ 

all expenditure figure that much 

smaller. AFSA assures its mem¬ 

bers that Foreign Service retires 

have not been done out of one 

month’s retirement pay, and that 

the only noticeable effect of this 

change in the future is that the 

monthly retirement checks may 

arrive a few days later than be¬ 

fore. 



Chrysler. 
Showing the world what 

innovative engineering 
is all about. 

And now you can get big 
diplomatic discounts on our most 
exciting new vehicles for I98S. 
Plymouth Voyager, the Magic Wagon. With 
seating configurations for two, five or an option 
for seven people, Voyager offers amazing 
versatility. And it handles, garages and parks like 
a car. You’ve got to drive it to believe it. 

Dodge Lancer ES is a remarkable new sedan 
with aerodynamic lines, electronic fuel injection 
and sport handling suspension for great per¬ 
formance. An ingenious fifth door in back is an 
added dimension not found in most European 
sport sedans. 

And as an active member of the diplomatic 

corps, you’re entitled to big discounts through 
Chrysler's 1985 Diplomatic Purchase Program. 

Choose from a complete line of Chrysler-built 
cars, including full-size luxury sedans, convertibles, 
station wagons and sports cars. 

For full details on the Diplomatic Purchase 
Program and the vehicles included, contact: 
DIPLOMATS STATIONED IN THE U.S.: 
Diplomatic Sales Office, Chrysler Corporation, 
P.O. Box 670, Sterling Heights, Ml 48311-0670. 
Phone [313] 978-6710. 
DIPLOMATS STATIONED OVERSEAS: 
Telex 961320 CHRYNEWCAR. 
Attn: Diplomatic Sales. 

Or mail the postage-paid reply card enclosed 
in this magazine. 

The New Chrysler Corporation 
We don’t want to be the biggest. Just the best. 

Plymouth Voyager 


